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1. Introduction 
 
Using the modern cognitive linguistic framework of recorded corpora 
data, this essay attempts to investigate the political climate in 
American domestic politics as it is represented by media in the form 
of newspapers. By approaching the language usage of media in a 
linguistically holistic way I aim to elicit subtle attitudes towards 
ideologies present in news press articles. This approach is carried out 
by analyzing the usage of certain political concepts in American 
newspapers together with the American magazine TIME on the 
assumption that the concepts vary depending on which political party 
is in power on a national level. The idea was to use a non-traditional 
way to explore the attitude towards the political parties through the 
concepts used to represent them in newspapers. The concepts are 
analyzed against the background of which of the two political parties 
is in power, the Democratic Party or the Republican Party, following a 
diachronic pattern starting with the George W. H. Bush administration 
in 1989 up to the current Barack Obama administration. In between 
these lie Bill Clinton (Democratic Party), who served two terms, and 
George W. Bush (Republican Party) who also served two terms. Three 
terms of each party in power with a representing president in the 
White House will serve as the background for the analysis of how 
political concepts are viewed in the American media. How are the 
ideologies treated in the media depending on which political faction is 
in power? 
 
 
1.1 Political Background 
 
American politics has recently seen the rise of a very right wing 
conservative movement called the Tea Party movement with strong 
conservative opinions and a strong opposition to president Barack 
Obama. The emergence of the Tea Party movement is believed to be a 
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culmination of the increasing polarization that is happening in 
American politics – when political opinions goes to the extremes on a 
right-left wing spectrum. It is speculated that sentiments for 
polarization has been on the rise for at least the last decade. The usual 
method for eliciting data from citizens is through polls from which 
generalizations are made to represent the views of the country. As 
politics often is the topic of discussion in media it seemed like a 
reasonable option to polls for eliciting sentiments towards ideologies. 
 
 
1.2 Methodical Background 
 
One branch of modern cognitive linguistics is the corpus driven 
research where the foundation is a database of utterances made by 
native speakers with many significant differences such as spoken or 
written language, different genres among other things. The corpus is a 
database made up of language as is used by speakers. A corpus 
provides great insight in how grammar is really used, and has been 
used, based on empirical groundwork. Researching the corpus can 
help in understanding how certain features are used and why one is 
used over another. 

Corpus research is also relatively objective in terms of what 
context a given word or phrase appears in. When searching a corpus 
database, any number of hits are generated through keyword searches. 
These appear together with a limited context, usually the entire 
sentence the keyword belongs to. Other relevant information also 
appears, such as the source, genre and register. The objectivity lies in 
the wide search; everything corresponding to the search parameters is 
shown. There is no discrimination towards certain authors or 
newspapers. It is via this medium of usage based information this 
study will gather its data. 
 
 
2. Data and method 
 
The data, which consisted of small text extracts from newspapers and 
the magazine TIME, was collected from the Corpus of Contemporary 
American English (COCA) and the COCA TIME corpus. Initially the 
project was aimed at describing the political coverage of TIME 
magazine alone by analyzing certain lexemes that are strongly linked 
with politics to represent different ideologies on a general spectrum. 
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The original proposition was to find out how the American public 
media had treated socialism and other similar concepts close to it, 
after having had two left wing presidents that from a naïve European 
perspective were very successful compared to other contemporary 
administrations. However, this was quickly brought to a halt as the ill 
chosen words had very few occurrences and data sparseness forced a 
change of direction. Having read hundreds of examples of which none 
had anything to do with American domestic politics, but rather foreign 
politics, something had to change. Broadening the scope and revising 
the concepts chosen to analyze and narrowing the ideas to better suit 
American domestic politics the project now encountered another issue 
namely that of too much noise in the data set. The new words chosen 
were liberalism and conservatism. The last 21 years of presidency has 
seen both parties representing those ideas in power in the white house 
– the democrats and the republicans. Due to the limits of the corpora 
very little data had been gathered during Barack Obama’s era and he 
is omitted from the statistical analysis but present in the manual 
analysis.  

Other groups and organizations that appear in the newspapers also 
have traits of conservatism and liberalism; most noticeably in the data 
were various religious groups in a conservative or liberal context. 
Examples such as (1) were not uncommon in the data 
 
(1) has often made lists of potential popes because of his intellect, 

language skills and conservatism, but his administrative skills 
may seem lacking. # The Latin American cardinals 

 
As seen in sentence (1) [emphasis mine] the bolded words indicate 
that this context has very little do to with American domestic politics 
and had to be deleted upon being read. Consequently the data began 
with close to 800 examples and was narrowed down to 515 relevant 
and useful items. 

These were manually analyzed for both linguistic and non-
linguistic features to capture the entire scope of the context. The 
factors were syntactic variation in the immediate context of the chosen 
word, the main verb associated with the word, the axiology, the 
experiencer or topic and the possessiveness of the experiencer. The 
non-linguistic factors pertained to what year the example was from 
and which party was the one in power at the publication of the article 
the example belonged to. The non-linguistic factors were which party 
was in power, which president was in power, if there was a midterm 
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that year or not and which term the president was sitting. These 
factors prompted some additional research outside of the linguistic 
field into recent American political history. 
 
 
2.1 Data Analysis 
 
As previously mentioned the data extracts were individually read and 
coded in accordance with a schematic that was intended to capture 
significant information in the data. Outside of basic information such 
as where the example was from, what year it was published and which 
lexeme was of interest there are several other factors. The coding 
schema contained basic syntactic variation such as the immediate 
construction of which the lexeme was found. 
 
(2) A central tenet of liberalism is government's guarantee that 

everyone, working or not, needy or not 
 
In sentence (2) the syntax would be recorded as of_NP with liberalism 
being the noun phrase. The main verb in the same sentence is a 
variation of the verb to be and is as such recorded as the infinitive be. 
This was partly to help with the later analysis but also to help reveal 
interesting conceptual metaphors that might be significant to the 
overall interpretation of the attitudes towards ideologies. 
Unfortunately due to time constraints this is not covered in this paper. 
The next category is where the main criticism of the data should be 
aimed, namely the axiology factor which was coded in three features – 
the clearly positive or negative and the examples where it is either too 
little context to make an accurate judgment or there is no clear 
axiology attached. These were recorded as pos, neg and nonpos 
respectively. Sentence (3) is an example of the negative axiology, 
mainly encoded into the main verb destroy. 
 
(3) Long ago, before liberalism destroyed this country, Italians, 

Irish, Polish, Germans, etc., all 
 
The axiology was undoubtedly the most difficult factor to properly 
operationalize to avoid as much subjectivity as possible. It is not as 
easy and straightforward as identifying basic word classes or syntactic 
patterns. It demanded an interpretation of each individual example, 
this meant it was also the most time consuming factor to code. 
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Sentence (3) is an easy example to clearly illustrate how the axiology 
coding was done. However, the most common verb was to be with 87 
occurrences which made it much harder and not necessarily as easy as 
(3) might make it seem. The next factors are experiencer, the topic or 
target of the lexeme. Again in sentence (3) the experiencer would be 
recorded as nation as the sentence is aimed at the concreteness of the 
country, which was differentiated from the abstractness of the feature 
society, the difference was decided upon on an individual basis 
between the sentences. The next factor possessiveness was coded only 
using the genitive construction when the lexeme was the object of 
ownership because of the ambiguity of the of construction, and if the 
genitive construction was used with one of the chosen lexemes it be a 
marked construction worthy of further investigation.  

The non-linguistic factors were coded in agreement with the year 
of the example, referring to the date a president took office, which was 
early January for all of the four presidents chosen in the study.1 This 
seemed more reasonable than using the year of election as the sitting 
president is still in power during the election and the dates given in the 
corpora were not detailed enough to make sweeping distinctions 
within single year spans. Presidents are also representative of the 
years they sit because the dates from the examples are taken from the 
corpus and the non-linguistic factors are mapped based on dates of 
occurrence. For example George Bush was president in office early 
January 1989 through 1992, which means the examples coded for 
George Bush are also coded for that specific time, this is important to 
remember when interpreting the plots later in the essay. The 
presidents were added to have the examples represent the era they 
were in office and their decisions and policies could have a strong 
influence on published articles. That means the plots also represent a 
diachronic perspective. The party affiliation was noted down in 
agreement with the president. 

The midterm factor was coded in relation to the year as midterm or 
no_midterm in correspondence with if there was a midterm that year 
or not. Lastly it was noted down which term the president was sitting 
in relation to the year the examples came from, if it was their first or 
second term. 

Following sentence (4) is an example of the entire coding schema 
pertaining to (4). 
 
(4) Times is the zest with which it drives five or six stakes per day 

through liberalism's evil heart. 
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These are the features of this particular text extract serving as an 
example as to how the coding was recorded in the data: 1990, 
liberalism, NP, drive, neg, idea, nonposs, first_term, Republican, 
G_Bush, midterm, NewYorkTimes 
 
 
2.2 Correspondence analysis 
 
When attempting to identify usage pattern in the data the statistical 
tool correspondence analysis was employed to plot relations between 
features by converting a mathematical multidimensional table of the 
features into a two dimensional plot. With this technique the distance 
between features roughly corresponds with the grade of association 
between the factors: close distances are meant to signify a relation of 
distinctly associated features while long distances are interpreted as 
disassociated features. 
 
 
Figure 1. Interaction of the lexemes, presidents and axiology 
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Figure 1 shows the relation between the president who was in power 
with the axiology of the lexeme that was analyzed. There is a relation 
between B_Clinton, liberalism and the nonpos feature of the axiology, 
which simply is the label given to the state where no positive or 
negative attitude was clearly detectable. The examples with liberalism 
published during the Bill Clinton era are highly associated with a 
neutral axiology. The conservatism examples are more associated with 
both extremes of the spectrum, the clearly negative and positive 
examples. This would suggest that the Republic faction is more 
polarized in newspaper articles during Republican rule than the 
Democrats. Earlier the importance of the duality of the presidential 
factor was discussed and this is where it is important to remember the 
implications of it. The presidents stand for a given time, the time they 
were in office. The result of this is how the plots are interpreted, 
namely that during a presidential rule, the president factor, the lexeme 
is treated according to the axiology they are close to. Thus the plot 
suggests a theme of when a Democratic president is in power the 
lexeme corresponding to their ideology is treated with a more neutral 
axiology in articles. In contrast during Republican rule, especially 
during George Bush, the word associated with their ideology, 
conservatism, is treated more polarized, either distinctly positive or 
negative, with all the related factors being at the bottom of the plot 
creating a division between the top and bottom half of the plot. 
Another plot that further indicates that during the period of time when 
the Democratic Party was in power has received a more neutral 
representation is figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Interaction between axiology and party 
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Again the Democrat feature is closely associated with the nonpos 
feature of the axiology, in accordance to how it interacted with the 
president who represented the Democrats. The Republican feature is 
more distinctly associated with the negative aspect than the positive, 
but still not as close to the nonpos as the Democrat feature is. With the 
help of figure 2 one could argue more clearly that the Republican 
Party is subject to more polarization. It is important to remember that 
these articles are not necessarily published by representatives of either 
party but should rather be seen as a representation of the result of 
public discussion and opinion reflected by the media. As such the 
public opinion seems to be that the Republican movement is more 
extreme than the Democratic movement and also that it is a more 
negatively colored polarization.  
 
 
2.3 Statistical Relevance 
 
The plots discussed earlier suggest an interesting theme in American 
media, namely that during democratic rule their ideology is treated 
with more lenience while the republican ideology receives harsher 
judgment in articles. However, is there any empirical proof that 
further suggests this trend is actually representative of how the 
lexemes are used? Do the plots reveal anything about the language use 
of the lexemes? Are they representative of how one can expect them 
to be used in similar contexts? These questions can be answered by 
running a statistical verification method on the data used in the 
correspondence analysis to provide mathematical evidence of how 
accurately these plots depict actual usage. The technique is called 
logistic regression and will calculate the statistical significance and 
the statistical strength of the model. It will determine if the plotted 
results are mere coincidence or not. 
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Figure 3. Logistic Regression – Lexeme, president, axiology 
 
lrm(formula = lexeme ~ president + axiology, data = 
data, x = T, y = T) 
 
Frequencies of Responses 
conservatism   liberalism  
         276          217  
 
Obs  Max Deriv Model L.R.   d.f.    P        C           
493      4e-11        4.41    4     0.3529   0.556       
 
Dxy    Gamma Tau-a         R2      Brier  
0.112  0.133 0.056      0.012      0.244 
 
                   Coef     S.E.   Wald Z P      
Intercept          -0.29668 0.2118 -1.40  0.1614 
president=G_Bush    0.27814 0.2185  1.27  0.2030 
president=G_W_Bush -0.24087 0.2254 -1.07  0.2852 
axiology=nonpos     0.08125 0.2221  0.37  0.7145 
axiology=pos       -0.03359 0.2843 -0.12  0.9060 
 
The column of the left are the features from the Figure 1 plot tested 
here for statistical significance and statistical strength. The statistical 
significance is represented by the P value which determines the 
likelihood of the pattern being chance or not, with a value being close 
to zero indicating strong statistical significance, high probability that 
the pattern is not chance. The value 0.3529 above would indicate that 
the tested pattern is not high probability of being the work of chance 
but it is still low enough to represent a relative significance. A repeat 
of the analysis is not likely to produce different vastly different results 
but not identical results either. 

The other value of interest is the C value which indicates the 
predictive strength of the model, if the pattern of features can be used 
to predict future cases. The desired number will be close to 1.0 to 
indicate, in percentages, how likely a prediction would be. With a 
value of 0.556 the predicative strength is 55.6%, which is only 5.6% 
better than chance and as such the model has practically no 
predicative strength at all. However, even without the predicative 
strength the numbers together with the plots still represent evidence of 
an actual pattern in the data. 
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3. Summary 
 
Data representative of the American media was analyzed manually in 
search of patterns in the language that would reveal attitudes toward 
how the media is influenced by the national power holders. The data 
was collected from a corpus in a usage based approach to language, 
after overcoming initial obstacles with the data, correspondence 
analysis and logical regression analysis were applied to detect any 
usage patterns and verify the significance and probability of these. 
The correspondence analysis revealed interesting patterns between 
axiology and ideologies that corresponds to popular theories that the 
American political situation is becoming more polarized. However, 
the verification method did not reveal any corroboration of the 
evidence found suggesting the results are valid beyond this data set. 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
This study has attempted to explore political concepts in American 
domestic politics. Patterns representative of a usage based meaning 
was found in the data but the results could not be verified to 
representing a coherent evolution in the usage of the word beyond the 
immediate data set to the degree that future use could be predicted. 

An empirical word study is only as good as the data it is 
investigating and perhaps the main factor was an inadequate 
operationalization to counteract the innate subjectivity of the manual 
coding rendering the data faulty. The almost complete lack of 
statistical strength in comparison to the relatively strong statistical 
significance would suggest that the lexemes are easily manipulable 
and any attempt to predict the usage over a large data set would prove 
futile as they are relatively prone to changes in use. It is hard to 
determine for how long there has been a polarization of the 
Republican Party based on the evidence provided in this study, but it 
would indicate that has existed and still does in the modern American 
political climate. The statistical tools served their purpose in 
identifying and providing evidence for a pattern existing in the data 
set, which reflects and supports the hypothesis of attitudes in the 
media. However, the evidence found could not be further supported or 
verified by the logistic regression. 
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> summary(data) 
   date_fine             lexeme        syntax      main_verb     axiology       
experiencer    possessive        pres_term          party     
 Min.   :1989   conservatism:295   NP     :359   be     : 86   neg   :124   idea      
:201   nonposs:430   first_term :322   Democrat  :250   
 1st Qu.:1992   liberalism  :219   of_NP  : 79   have   : 18   nonpos:297   
individual:136   poss   : 84   second_term:192   Republican:264   
 Median :1996                      NP_of  : 28   become :  9   pos   : 93   society   
: 96                                                    
 Mean   :1998                      NP_in  : 10   see    :  8                party     
: 21                                                    
 3rd Qu.:2003                      NP_with:  6   bring  :  7                state     
: 10                                                    
 Max.   :2010                      NP_for :  5   (Other):376                (Other)   
: 49                                                    
                                   (Other): 27   NA's   : 10                NA's      
:  1                                                    
     president         midterm               Source     Genre     
 B_Clinton:229   midterm   :121   TIME          :147   NEWS:514   
 B_Obama  : 21   no_midterm:393   WashingtonPost: 67              
 G_Bush   :135                    NewYorkTimes  : 56              
 G_W_Bush :129                    SanFrancisco  : 55              
                                  CSMonitor     : 52              
                                  Atlanta       : 41              
                                  (Other)       : 96              
    
> summary(LogReg_glm) 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = lexeme ~ axiology + president, family = "binomial",  
    data = data) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
-1.2030  -1.0863  -0.9577   1.2713   2.1875   
 
Coefficients: 
                  Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    
(Intercept)       -0.31233    0.21109  -1.480  0.13898    
axiologynonpos     0.09420    0.22065   0.427  0.66943    
axiologypos        0.01135    0.28199   0.040  0.96790    
presidentB_Obama  -1.99574    0.75521  -2.643  0.00823 ** 
presidentG_Bush    0.27805    0.21848   1.273  0.20314    
presidentG_W_Bush -0.24047    0.22537  -1.067  0.28597    
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 
 
    Null deviance: 701.28  on 513  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 685.20  on 508  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 697.2 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4 
 
> LogReg_glm <- glm(lexeme ~ axiology + president + possessive + pres_term + party + 
midterm, data = data, family = "binomial") 
> summary(LogReg_glm) 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = lexeme ~ axiology + president + possessive + pres_term +  
    party + midterm, family = "binomial", data = data) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
-1.3017  -1.0925  -0.7842   1.2253   2.3206   
 
Coefficients: (1 not defined because of singularities) 
                     Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)   
(Intercept)          -0.69409    0.29344  -2.365   0.0180 * 
axiologynonpos        0.06285    0.22349   0.281   0.7785   
axiologypos          -0.02836    0.28653  -0.099   0.9212   
presidentB_Obama     -1.86722    0.76765  -2.432   0.0150 * 
presidentG_Bush       0.39943    0.24995   1.598   0.1100   
presidentG_W_Bush    -0.26640    0.22900  -1.163   0.2447   
possessiveposs       -0.64337    0.26230  -2.453   0.0142 * 
pres_termsecond_term  0.19664    0.21896   0.898   0.3691   
partyRepublican            NA         NA      NA       NA   
midtermno_midterm     0.51935    0.22388   2.320   0.0204 * 



--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 
 
    Null deviance: 701.28  on 513  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 672.52  on 505  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 690.52 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4 
 
> LogReg_glm <- glm(lexeme ~ axiology + president + possessive + pres_term + midterm, 
data = data, family = "binomial") 
> summary(LogReg_glm) 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = lexeme ~ axiology + president + possessive + pres_term +  
    midterm, family = "binomial", data = data) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
-1.3017  -1.0925  -0.7842   1.2253   2.3206   
 
Coefficients: 
                     Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)   
(Intercept)          -0.69409    0.29344  -2.365   0.0180 * 
axiologynonpos        0.06285    0.22349   0.281   0.7785   
axiologypos          -0.02836    0.28653  -0.099   0.9212   
presidentB_Obama     -1.86722    0.76765  -2.432   0.0150 * 
presidentG_Bush       0.39943    0.24995   1.598   0.1100   
presidentG_W_Bush    -0.26640    0.22900  -1.163   0.2447   
possessiveposs       -0.64337    0.26230  -2.453   0.0142 * 
pres_termsecond_term  0.19664    0.21896   0.898   0.3691   
midtermno_midterm     0.51935    0.22388   2.320   0.0204 * 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 
 
    Null deviance: 701.28  on 513  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 672.52  on 505  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 690.52 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4 
 
 
> LogReg_lrm <- lrm(lexeme ~ axiology + president + possessive + pres_term + midterm , 
data = data, x=T, y=T) 
> LogReg_lrm 
 
Logistic Regression Model 
 
lrm(formula = lexeme ~ axiology + president + possessive + pres_term +  
    midterm, data = data, x = T, y = T) 
 
 
Frequencies of Responses 
conservatism   liberalism  
         295          219  
 
       Obs  Max Deriv Model L.R.       d.f.          P          C        Dxy      
Gamma      Tau-a         R2      Brier  
       514      2e-10      28.76          8      3e-04      0.622      0.243      
0.253      0.119      0.073      0.232  
 
                      Coef     S.E.   Wald Z P      
Intercept             -0.69409 0.2934 -2.37  0.0180 
axiology=nonpos        0.06285 0.2235  0.28  0.7785 
axiology=pos          -0.02836 0.2865 -0.10  0.9212 
president=B_Obama     -1.86722 0.7678 -2.43  0.0150 
president=G_Bush       0.39943 0.2500  1.60  0.1100 
president=G_W_Bush    -0.26640 0.2290 -1.16  0.2447 
possessive=poss       -0.64337 0.2623 -2.45  0.0142 
pres_term=second_term  0.19664 0.2190  0.90  0.3691 
midterm=no_midterm     0.51935 0.2239  2.32  0.0204 
 
    
 



> LogReg_glm <- glm(party ~ lexeme + axiology + possessive + pres_term + midterm, data 
= data, family = "binomial") 
> summary(LogReg_glm) 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = party ~ lexeme + axiology + possessive + pres_term +  
    midterm, family = "binomial", data = data) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
-1.4491  -1.2486   0.9282   1.0394   1.5057   
 
Coefficients: 
                       Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(Intercept)           0.2067975  0.2570960   0.804    0.421     
lexemeliberalism      0.1613542  0.1851740   0.871    0.384     
axiologynonpos       -0.0410085  0.2201298  -0.186    0.852     
axiologypos           0.0004476  0.2828251   0.002    0.999     
possessiveposs        0.0831487  0.2472972   0.336    0.737     
pres_termsecond_term -0.9109501  0.1886398  -4.829 1.37e-06 *** 
midtermno_midterm     0.1678453  0.2147706   0.782    0.435     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 
 
    Null deviance: 712.17  on 513  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 686.79  on 507  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 700.79 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4 
 
> LogReg_lrm <- lrm(party ~ lexeme + axiology + possessive + pres_term + midterm , 
data = data, x=T, y=T) 
> LogReg_lrm 
 
Logistic Regression Model 
 
lrm(formula = party ~ lexeme + axiology + possessive + pres_term +  
    midterm, data = data, x = T, y = T) 
 
 
Frequencies of Responses 
  Democrat Republican  
       250        264  
 
       Obs  Max Deriv Model L.R.       d.f.          P          C        Dxy      
Gamma      Tau-a         R2      Brier  
       514      6e-09      25.38          6      3e-04      0.625       0.25      
0.267      0.125      0.064      0.238  
 
                      Coef       S.E.   Wald Z P      
Intercept              0.2067975 0.2571  0.80  0.4212 
lexeme=liberalism      0.1613542 0.1852  0.87  0.3836 
axiology=nonpos       -0.0410085 0.2201 -0.19  0.8522 
axiology=pos           0.0004476 0.2828  0.00  0.9987 
possessive=poss        0.0831487 0.2473  0.34  0.7367 
pres_term=second_term -0.9109501 0.1886 -4.83  0.0000 
midterm=no_midterm     0.1678453 0.2148  0.78  0.4345 



example date_fine
, once dubbed " the Berkeley of the north " for its reputation for unabashed liberalism, has repeatedly thumbed its nose at the federal 
government. # Over the years 2009
. " # Downtown Portland, which is the state's reliable bastion of social liberalism and the center of gravity for gay Maine, reflects 
that view. In coffee 2009
in a landslide. Could appeal to women and disaffected Republicans and balance Obama's liberalism. Catholic. Executive experience. 
// -- Minus: An unknown from a state 2008
about the contract deputy program in the July 10 Chronicle is a prime example of liberalism at its finest and stupidest. // The 
program was started when it was very apparent 2008
of illegitimate children another real option. // This is not grumpy conservativism but elementary liberalism. Every right has a 
corresponding duty, and the misuse of a right can 2008
district attorney won't seek the death penalty for murderous thugs? Face it, liberalism has its consequences... one of them being out-
of-control crime. // CLAY STRINGER // 2008
n't meet loan terms. Obama offers a scaled-down, 21st century version of traditional liberalism in which tax cuts play a larger role 
than new spending initiatives. He would 2008
# Cal: Obama will focus mostly on the domestic front, where his real liberalism will be exposed. We've been hearing the praise rain 
down for his centrist 2008
Committee chairman, that the nomination would generate significant GOP opposition because of Babbitt's liberalism. # Clinton 
turned to Stephen Breyer, a longtime appeals court judge who had 2008
that began with the Reagan presidency, as Rampersad observes, " He blamed excessive liberalism for the rise of conservatism under 
Reagan. " # But Rampersad is not one 2007
Dukakis: We're expected to believe none of these things can be weighed against liberalism. Liberalism, after all, is never wrong. It 
must be those mustache-twirling 2007
who are to blame. # One might also ask, if Clinton laments how liberalism has become identified with big government, why it is she 
wants to revive the 2007
a liberal idea. # Nevertheless, it's worth recognizing that what we call liberalism is experiencing something a little more substantive 
than a re-branding exercise. The labels we 2007
exercise. The labels we choose have meaning. # For several years now, liberalism has been becoming more radical, at least in its 
rhetoric. Ever since Al 2007
his 2000 crusade against " powerful interests, " populism -- the other p-word in liberalism's family history -- has become ever more 
popular in Democratic ranks. John Edwards 2007
left-wing journalists also invoke the progressive tradition. # In short, these changes in liberalism reflect a renewed sense of 
confidence in government activism. It's too soon to 2007
the longer term, this may provide a new opportunity for the heirs to authentic liberalism -- today's conservatives -- as they often 
thrive when lovers of big government, 2007
The opinions of many Republicans on the subject of House Speaker to-be Nancy Pelosi's liberalism should be rehashed in light of 
the reality of her growing importance and of her 2006
tune nevertheless is pessimistic about activism and takes a dim view of both Communism and liberalism: " Five-year plans and new 
deals, wrapped in golden chains... 2006
a crowded 2003 election, seems to personify the town's singular mix of environmental liberalism, libertarian social values, fiscal 
responsibility, and entrepreneurial spirit. A transplant himself 2005
and writer Andre Glucksmann. # " A significant part of the left argues that liberalism and social policy are antagonistic, that we have 
to choose one or the other 2005
and accountability of such a commitment. Tough love is in order, and bleeding-heart liberalism only complicates things. What we 
need as a policy is flexible discipline, but 2005
Liberalism beats totalitariansm # Letter writers and radio talkers who criticize and condemn liberals and liberalism may not fully 
appreciate that its opposite is totalitarianism. # Liberalism defines an open 2005
condemn liberals and liberalism may not fully appreciate that its opposite is totalitarianism. # Liberalism defines an open society in 
which the ruling majority is open to change and to 2005
changing. The anti-liberals let us know by the scorn and contempt they express for liberalism that they fear and distrust our changing 
society and stay in a more or less 2005
or less constant sweat about it. Totalitarianism has a justly deserved bad reputation. Liberalism has a bad reputation only among 
those who prefer its opposite. # DAVID NAGLE 2005
that he considered dangers to the faith: sects and ideologies such as Marxism, liberalism, atheism, agnosticism and relativism -- the 
ideology that there are no absolute truths 2005
country " are related to his athletic ability... but also goes negative toward political liberalism, " he said. # Sharing playlists and 
musical libraries has even become a 2005
the level of discourse on whatever issue she targets for her latest bilious tirade against liberalism and Democrats. If Coulter's 
screeching caricature of political commentary is setting the tone 2005
quick wit is the slap in the face that awakens us from the stupor of liberalism. Go girl, go! TIME'S story focused on her throwaway 
statements and 2005
federal appeals courts, Scarborough and others believe the bench is the last bastion of liberalism. Like so many of his preaching 
peers -- from D. James Kennedy in Fort 2005
in Iraq. It will be judged by whether it really advances the cause of liberalism, in Iraq and elsewhere, or whether it merely defends its 
own interests. 2004
liberal democratic world can bring to bear in its defense -- and in defense of liberalism itself. # Right now many Europeans are 
betting that the risks from the " 2004
up government " sort of politics that gives Massachusetts its reputation as a bastion of liberalism. # The two sides of the party, one 
parochial, the other intellectual 2004
and keeping money. " They see themselves as a conservative counterweight to the cultural liberalism of some Northern states. # " 
The modern South and rural America are as 2004
 of the party,  defined principally by weakness abroad and elitist, interest-group liberalism at home. " Initially, this invocation of the 
worst landslide defeats ever suffered 2004
in other parts of the world are distressed, dismayed, disdainful and horrified that liberalism did not prevail in November, I am 
indifferent. Europe is a particular concern 2004
. In retrospect, the movement provided a necessary corrective for the slowly corroding industrial-age liberalism favored by the 
Democrats who controlled Congress. Reagan's followers were so eager for 2004



upon which history sometimes turns. On one side, a wounded but still vigorous liberalism with its faith in government as the answer 
to almost every question. On the 2004
the entertainment and publishing industries that are driving much of the debate. Given that liberalism is the lingua franca of 
Hollywood and the arts community, it's no surprise 2004
taken a lurch to the left -- Kennedy remains the anachronistic embodiment of a welfare-state liberalism long discarded by the 
American public. No, it was more likely that the 2004
, pro-Bush forces deftly used wedge issues -- particularly crime and the specter of encroaching liberalism -- to cleave white working-
class voters from the Democratic Party. The nastiest and most 2004
for his incendiary attacks on political elites. His contempt for the sanctimonious excesses of liberalism and his open loathing of Bill 
Clinton endeared him to conservatives, but Kelly's 2003
a smile. " Here we are in Marin County, the last bastion of liberalism, hooting and hollering for a balanced budget. " But the crowd 
wasn't 2003
in the Senate, Ted Kennedy, 71, is still the icon of American liberalism. Yet he has also been at the center of recent attempts to bridge 
the 2003
, lies a tantalizing possibility. In his unique blend of fiscal conservatism and social liberalism, Arnold Schwarzenegger is a genuinely 
new kind of politician, one that both parties 2003
has created a formidable candidacy and, quite possibly, a potent new strain of liberalism that may supplant the traditional Old and 
New wings of the party. Let's 2003
the taped quotes had been taken out of context and meant to refer to " liberalism, " not Jews. The younger Mr. Graham's 
disingenuousness is of a piece 2002
including one that touted Simon as the best candidate to " undo four years of liberalism, homosexuality and anti-family values in 
California at the hands of Governor Gray Davis, 2002
. Far from it. After two years of administration missteps and perceived lurches toward liberalism (remember the healthcare plan?), 
the GOP swept into power in Congress 2001
up, America is still a racist country, and the entire superstructure of contemporary liberalism is bolstered. If I catch a ride, 
conservatives can breath easier. So 2001
and focused on the Democratic incumbent, Gov. Ann Richards, whose sassy social liberalism incensed the Texas right. # " We 
wanted to do anything we could to 2000
caused in large part by criticisms from the competing news networks that are steeped in liberalism. # The political establishment, he 
said, is used to television news with 2000
minorities. # Still, in Pontotoc, Herdahl was seen as the voice of liberalism. Rumors flew that she was an outside agitator paid by the 
ACLU. # 2000
nominees of recent years, with a distinguished record of sensible internationalism and moderate domestic liberalism. For his part, 
Gov. George W. Bush has sought to move the 2000
Someone in the medical establishment should abandon cures for cancer and instead concentrate on how liberalism eats at one's mind. 
A good example would be Dean Goodman's August 2000
is my summation of the November election: If we want four more years of liberalism, feminism and Clintonism -- and a Supreme 
Court committed to abortion -- then elect 2000
# Another stereotype is staying quiet: boomers, which are the silent majority of liberalism. # Gore is cut from their same cloth and if 
he gets the nod 2000
says the racist rap against his opponent is unfair. Indeed, the icon of liberalism vows to reach out to conservatives. A Lebanese-
American from small-town Connecticut, he rails 2000
. We circumvented the subject of politics whenever possible. He was appalled by my liberalism; I was enraged by his approval of 
Nixon and the Vietnam War. # 2000
hit R.O.C.K. in the U.S.A. -- a strange choice, given Mellencamp's well-known liberalism. Or was it? # BORN IN A " SMALL 
TOWN " # Mellencamp 2000
the First Amendment, affirmative action, church and state and the general relationship between liberalism and conflict. # " I had a 
five-year appointment as executive director to restructure 1999
We need a second one, " Beatty said, affirming his faith in Jack-and-Bobby liberalism and voicing a fear that America was becoming 
a big-money " plutocracy. " # 1999
's pollster, are already giving the actor a fighting chance at doing for grass-roots liberalism what Reagan did for Goldwater 
conservatism. Skeptics abound, of course, but one 1999
former Sen. Eugene McCarthy, the anti-Vietnam War candidate, went on to shape American liberalism for nearly four decades. # The 
next Minnesotan who may run for president is 1998
welfare state and puppets of black and other minority special-interest groups -- the image of liberalism run amok. # These themes 
were powerful forces pushing key segments of the electorate 1998
compromise on the issue. The current zeitgeist apparently equates conservatism with evil, and liberalism with good. My belief that 
modern unionism, affirmative action, and big government 1998
Speaker Tip O'Neill and Joseph P. Kennedy II. It is a shrine to old-school liberalism and one of the safest Democratic seats in the 
country. And so, when 1998
. But almost all of them are as " unreconstructed " and predictable in their liberalism as George Bachrach, the former state senator 
who made the remark during a televised 1998
initiatives as prenatal nutrition, day care, parental education and domestic-violence prevention with big-spending liberalism, Reiner 
and his highly paid political consultants have cleverly lined up a cast of 1998
particularly the growth among poor blacks from Chicago, is testing the mettle of Minnesota liberalism and changing the texture of 
the political debate, as civic leaders here grapple with 1997
eggs and jellygrass. " This is really cool. " Despite the problems, liberalism is hardly breathing its last breath in Minneapolis. When 
the new City Council is 1997
Broad's Life, " (Pocket Books, 1996) describes the traditional Minnesota liberalism, including her own, in ways that verge on 
parody. # During the 1997
than into building new theaters within the black community. He also denounced one of liberalism's prize achievements in the theater, 
the recent trend toward " nontraditional, " 1997
# . # THE NEA DEBATE # Editor -- In the great tradition of modern liberalism, Robert Commanday, " Imagine America Without 
NEA " (Open Forum, August 1997
are, where they came from and where they are going, and resist secular liberalism. # William Lichtman, Lake View # Convenient 
morals # It never ceases to 1997



kind of lesser Michael Kinsley. For years he was the fiery voice of TV liberalism on Crossfire; during the same period I battled 
bravely against my quick-witted and Republican 1997
with race-based politics has exacerbated racial divisions and weakened the left's clout. " Liberalism no longer curbs discrimination, " 
he writes. " It invites it. It 1997
is Walter Mondale -- a thoughtful, well-meaning politician with the great misfortune of being liberalism's standard bearer as 
liberalism collapses. # Call it trickle-down politics. No one 1997
No one realized in 1984 that the Reagan Revolution would eventually seep down and destroy liberalism in its safest sanctuaries. But 
the Reagan deficits, and the critique of government 1997
to spend money has reached America's big cities, and it has done to liberalism there what it did to national liberalism a decade ago. 
To survive, mayors 1997
won the hearts of outer-borough Democrats already hostile to Messinger's brand of upper-middle-class Manhattan liberalism. By 
making New Yorkers feel safer, he transformed the city's politics. 1997
central assumption was that both the Democrats and Labour must shed their image of big-spending liberalism. " Center-left parties 
today should be the parties of fiscal prudence, " says 1997
's political history, 1995 will go down as a watershed, a year when liberalism returned here in full force. And the person perhaps 
most responsible is not the 1996
president has personally prospered, polls underscore the public antagonism toward the kind of pro-government liberalism that 
animated the Democratic Party and its activist core for the past half century. 1996
The most substantial shift has been a deemphasis on the kinds of cultural and social liberalism that dominated the party in the 1970s 
and 1980s. Clinton aides now boast privately 1996
But the union leaders also acknowledge a new era in presidential politics. " Traditional liberalism probably has receded, " Sturdivant 
said. " Clinton never was a liberal. 1996
, saying Clinton's judges " are attempting to stamp their own brand of stealth liberalism on America. " # And noting that many of the 
Supreme Court's major 1996
a pathological liar. " # Back in the good ol' days, when liberalism was America's guiding light and we were a much less 
dysfunctional nation, we 1996
broken down nor is it a myth. However, American progress -- and the liberalism which accompanied it -- has left a moral void which 
can not be ignored. 1996
emerge as a born-again conservative, tacitly admitting the bankruptcy of ideas and credibility that liberalism holds. The American 
people now know that career-politician Clinton is a refugee from the 1996
the thinking of a liberal, I sincerely hope John Lillpop is right, and liberalism is dead. # JON SALMI # Stockton # WITH MICKEY 
AND ANDY # Editor 1996
no one will notice. Hyper-rational thinking must allow for a cor rupted version of liberalism that Thomas Jefferson would never 
recognize, but one which I am quite sure George 1996
that the sexual exploitation scandal in the U.S. Army is the fault of " wrongheaded liberalism gone amok. " What a bonehead! # He 
claims that " the presence 1996
comes a spate of intelligent, well-written books from the pundits predicting a revival of liberalism. Not that any of the writers use the 
L word; it is not 1996
environmental concerns earned Muskie the nickname " Mr. Clean, " part of a low-key liberalism that landed him the vice-
presidential slot on the Democrats' failed 1968 ticket. But 1996
make folks feel marginalized. # But TQO isn't the work of liberals. Liberalism is dead, so dead that Democrats have all become 
moderate Republicans, and the 1996
. # The minimum-wage free lunch is a perfect example of the decadence of modern liberalism. In its heyday, liberalism didn't hide. 
The classic redistributionist programs of 1996
STEVENS His dissents on race, federalism, criminal law offer receding echoes of Warren-era liberalism # CAMPAIGN-FINANCE 
CURBS Justices muddy the field by lifting key restrictions on spending by political 1996
Democrats, who already controlled Congress. The conventional wisdom foresaw a new era of liberalism and activist government. 
For once the conventional wisdom was right. But most of 1996
its potential even in 1988, evolving from the three regional pillars of losing 1968-88 liberalism: the Northeast, the upper Midwest 
and the Pacific. In 1992 and again 1996
was wearing out. If Michael Dukakis, a caricature of ineffective, low-blood-count Northeastern liberalism, had not allowed himself 
to be photographed in that tank hatch looking like Mickey 1996
rambunctious speeches, but the former Carleton College professor has earned respect for his solid liberalism: he's the only Senator 
running for re-election who voted against the recent welfare-reform 1996
often turned on the great issues of the day: war and cold war, liberalism and conservatism, economic good times and bad. But in the 
post-ideological, slow-growth 1996
Clinton has been searching for this document since Nov. 5. # 1. Merge liberalism and conservatism into a new politics of the 
millennium. # 2. Figure out 1996
; and he was one of the few voices arguing for the kind of compassionate liberalism that has defined the Democratic party until now. 
In the latter role especially, 1996
clear-eyed historian, has written, " Gen. Sherman, not the indomitable ideology of liberalism, marched through Georgia. The notion 
that America has always united on liberal principles 1995
powerful force, when Republicans need it to be. # Many Republicans lament the liberalism of the media, but apparently that's what 
the market supports, so surely 1995
the media, but apparently that's what the market supports, so surely the liberalism must be acceptable, right? Or daytime talk shows: 
The market seems to 1995
evidence of how good we are? # I think homelessness represents failure of both liberalism and conservatism. # There are no noble 
liberals and no evil conservatives. There 1995
veritable chainsaw to a stalwart and moss-covered " old-growth " stand of post-World War II liberalism. # Mr. Clinton used a mere 
five minutes of his time to efficiently cut 1995
Archdiocese of Portland. # You're coming to a city with a reputation for liberalism, spiritual and ethnic diversity, and tolerance for 
gays and lesbians. You arrive 1995

to be a young black male today.) It's simply logic -- not liberalism, not " political correctness " -- to say that a group that begins with 1995
solution lies in tackling those deep problems rather than chasing impossible statistical goals. # Liberalism was once the creed that 
said you were equal before the law. Parentage, 1995



percentages of racial and other minorities in a whole range of activities and places, liberalism has become the very force it was born 
to oppose. # If liberalism is 1995
, liberalism has become the very force it was born to oppose. # If liberalism is to revive, it will only do so on the ashes of affirmative 
action 1995
on the ashes of affirmative action. It will revive by articulating the principles that liberalism was founded on: equality before the law, 
equal treatment by the state, 1995
state, and freedom as the guiding principle of the society. It is a liberalism that provides a space for individuals to achieve the 
success that has to be won 1995
over. # The paradox is that if there was ever a time for this liberalism, it is now. It is the only creed that can recognize and repulse 1995
have played a crucial role in defining him. In the cultural war between Democratic liberalism and Republican conservatism, Specter, 
who is a Democrat turned Republican, has staked 1995
for the purpose of communication throughout this vast country. # Long ago, before liberalism destroyed this country, Italians, Irish, 
Polish, Germans, etc., all 1995
someone who has none. She explained that this parable is the reason for her liberalism. # I would like to point out one thing that 
most liberals seem to 1995
as a flawed system that needed to be repaired -- gave way to a rights-based liberalism that accepted capitalism as it was and 
concentrated instead on civil rights and a full-employment 1995
the welfare state-is a pure strain of what political analyst Kevin Phillips once termed reactionary liberalism. # One must not, 
however, underestimate its political appeal or intellectual coherence 1995
One must not, however, underestimate its political appeal or intellectual coherence. Reactionary liberalism has many large 
constituencies, and its program, for all its passivity, does 1995
on dismantling the great edifice of the New Deal and Great Society and a reactionary liberalism bent on preserving it. 1995
rights - found increasing expression in the GOP. # By the 1960s, the liberalism of the national Democratic Party began to drive 
moderates into the GOP. Texas Gov 1994
confirming it, giving it ammunition. It is not enough for him to oppose liberalism. He must, like all demagogues, scare his listeners, 
get them to 1994
centers seeking expanded government support and the almost idyllic communities of academics and professionals where liberalism 
is based more on commitment to the environment, abortion rights and opposition to the 1994
than control of the House. He wants to usher out the era of big-government liberalism that he says has been a disaster for the 
country. # But Democrats see 1994
all # Once again, I open my Constitution and read somebody's comments equating liberalism with socialism and communism. The 
uninformed, the paranoid and the fundamentalist right have 1994
to home in Clayton County, we have Rep. Gail Buckner trying to cloak her liberalism in watered-down antinude dancing bills. The 
real Buckner can be seen in her co-sponsoring 1994
ax. # Those of us with a healthy disdain for the traditional forms of liberalism and conservatism realize that proponents of both of 
these decrepit ideologies commonly resort to ad 1994
said. # " " To the untrained fundamentalist mind, education is equated with liberalism. " Puckett said that prior to 1988, 
Southeastern, as well as Southern 1994
thus joins homosexuality, smoking, divorce, schizophrenia, alcoholism, shyness, political liberalism, intelligence, religiosity, cancer 
and blue eyes among the many aspects of human 1994
that at its worst produces false conflicts, as between a kind of droolingly permissive liberalism and a family- values fanaticism. # 
William J. Bennett -- former drug czar, 1994
old-age pensions and assorted public works. That was the animating vision that allowed American liberalism to dominate national 
politics for four decades. # In recent years, faith in 1994
the " forgotten middle class. " Forgotten, one might note, by modern liberalism. No matter. Clinton remembered. 1994
. Cuomo's supporters, especially in New York City, still revere his full-blooded liberalism and bouts with presidential candidacy, his 
vetoes of the death penalty and defense of 1994
psychologically at least -- a minority in a city now best known for its polyglot liberalism and new immigrants. # We haven't 
changed, Staten Islanders argue; the 1993
Glikes said, " what's happened is that a kind of modish, leftish liberalism has become the only social bond holding people together 
these days, in the absence 1993
been building steadily, as support for defense spending grew rapidly and distrust of Democratic liberalism became severe among 
many working-class and middle-class white constituencies. # Reagan could depend on 1993
many working-class and middle-class white constituencies. # Reagan could depend on public mistrust of liberalism at the end of the 
1970s to justify an attempt to force the largest restructuring 1993
as the white knight of integration and equality, sacrificed on the altar of phony liberalism. " # But as affluent parents were getting 
more demanding about their kids in 1993
one iota. # Appointments by quotas rather than merit are a fundamental tenet of liberalism. But many of us find it bizarre that Marge 
Schott and Zsa Zsa Gabor 1993
lifestyle in their southern neighbor. # " " I believe the moral and political liberalism that have come to characterize Austin in recent 
years has become a cancer, and 1993
tried to sound moderate. There is no question that she attempted to hide her liberalism until after the election. # Exactly what does 
the Republican Party stand for? 1993
from Harry Truman to Hubert Humphrey, had championed. # With Vietnam, American liberalism entered a period of profound 
isolationism. Just about every subsequent intervention, from Nicaragua 1993
will his entire community out of existence. In a test of the boundaries of liberalism, this gay man is unwilling to settle for mere 
tolerance from heterosexuals: he 1993
Austin, the state capital and the closest thing Texas has to a hotbed of liberalism. Business has been so good in Williamson County 
that unemployment among its 139,500 residents 1993
, too many of its gags come from easy TV references, and its worn-on-the-sleeve liberalism can play fast and loose with facts: 
Scrooge is condemned for not ponying up 1993
is likely to continue and, for the time being, an ahistorical and free-handed liberalism of the sort Casey and Weisman display will 
dominate. # No bloc votes as 1992
Bill Clinton. Texas is not fertile ground for Mr. Tsongas, whose " pro-business liberalism " gives off a discordant buzz. # Mr. Clinton 
has already been staking out 1992
a nomination speech for Mr. Dukakis, in which Clinton extolled the technocratic, managerial liberalism Dukakis stood for. Odds 
against populism # What gets very little discussion in Tsongas 1992



 that man in the White House : a rich, well-favored aristocrat whose liberalism made him seem a traitor to his class. What was said 
against Eleanor was 1992
has also provoked political tension between Mr. Li and his firstborn son, who embraced liberalism in college and joined the 1989 
democracy movement before going to the United States. 1992
the bartender responsible. I'm one who suggests that the central problem with contemporary liberalism is the refusal of that approach 
to emphasize individual responsibility. You are responsible for 1992
an editor of the American Prospect, a liberal quarterly, argues that " American liberalism and European social democracy are under 
assault from similar forces. " # Writing in 1992
a salvation experience? ") and wearer of a variety of slogans attacking the liberalism not just of the Democrats but of the demon 
vampire of America as viewed by 1992
Daniel E. Lungren recalled former U.N. ambassador Jeane J. Kirkpatrick's assault on the liberalism of the 1984 Democratic 
convention in San Francisco. " The San Francisco Democrats, 1992
day. # Georgia Democratic officeholders seem prepared to lay aside misgivings about Fowler's liberalism to help protect their jobs, 
as well as Fowler's, from the threat 1992
Institute for Contemporary Studies -- are based incongruously in San Francisco, a bastion of liberalism. # Both have recently stepped 
up their work on state and local issues. 1992
Mellinkoff's level-headed, pragmatic conservatism brought welcome balance to the fuzzy minded, visionary liberalism rampant in 
the letters column just above -- and, appropriately, to the left 1992
Research Center and a Malcolm X scholar says that President Reagan's doctrine assaulted democratic liberalism and " the civil rights 
liberal establishment was torn asunder. " # At the 1992
HUAC, naming names as he was, especially that full-blooded specimen of New Deal liberalism whose name carried the actual 
sound of a snake. # Alger Hiss appeared at 1992
Tom Harkin might also pick up black support among civil rights activists who find his liberalism more congenial than Clinton's 
centrist approach. 1992
and the state party leadership. He roused audiences with his muscular evocation of old-fashioned liberalism and scathing attacks on 
George Bush. Then he stalled. Observes Mark Mackenzie, 1992
finished a poor third (11%). Harkin (10%) with his old-line liberalism and attack-dog persona came across as strident and out of 
touch. Quixotic Jerry Brown 1992
of his tortured campaign, Clinton has pushed policies that are anathema to traditional Democratic liberalism -- and often before 
audiences ill disposed to hear his message. Some have argued 1992
, or even anything close to it, is a hopeless cause. # " Liberalism would be less depressing if it had a more attainable end, " Kaus 
writes 1992
his opponent was afraid to face him man-to-man. Bush's charges of tax-and- spend liberalism, like his aggressive attacks on 
Clinton's draft record, were unable to dent 1992
If there were bias, what difference would it make? Despite the supposedly pervasive liberalism of the major news media, American 
voters have put conservative Republicans in the White 1992
. # The New Deal, which bequeathed to us what we know as modern liberalism, was patched together in a time of economic crisis, 
impelled by desperation. 1992
heady years, the Great Society seemed to embody the full and resplendent maturity of liberalism, fending off the forces of reaction 
and ushering in a bright new day. 1992
day. In the ensuing decades, it came to look a lot more like liberalism's super-nova: a final, white-hot burst before its dark collapse. # 
As 1992
felt itself under siege. With jolting suddenness, the old alliance fell apart. Liberalism was coded as the elevation of black grievances 
over white ones, the welfare of 1992
, the welfare of layabouts over that of workers. # The irony was that liberalism, which sought to heal the injuries of class, should 
itself fall victim to 1992
moderates and terrorism against the U.S. Their views had zero to do with conservatism or liberalism. # The picture is even muddier 
when behavior prior to Iraq's invasion of 1991
, a Tokyo-based economist for Deutsche Bank AG. # " A world breeze of liberalism is sweeping from Vladivostok to Vancouver, " he 
adds. " But it stops 1991
he retained his Beacon Hill manner, but Boston society looked askance at his " liberalism " and friendships with Jewish intellectuals 
such as Brandeis, Frankfurter, and Harold Laski 1991
Bush made Michael Dukakis' albatross in 1988. " They've tried to define liberalism like if you're a liberal, you're some kind of social 
degenerate, 1991
who won't be leaving the liberal camp. A fault line has opened within liberalism itself. # On one side, in uneasy alliance, stand 
veterans of early 1991
insist on a few modest propositions that somehow keep getting us into trouble with established liberalism: We want candor about 
how and why black moral influence has waned. We 1991
. We lose elections -- and court cases. Far better to return to civic liberalism's propositions about race. # First, let's have candor about 
how and 1991
. Yes, economic undertows and Republican go-go policies undermine these values as much as liberalism ever has. That's precisely 
why basic civic morality must be defended: only 1991
label himself, his dissent seemed to mark him as an exponent of the judicial liberalism for which the Washington court once was 
noted. Johnson said his judicial heroes are 1991
political science professor at Howard University and a top Jackson adviser, said Harkin's liberalism could play well among blacks 
generally. " I think some people will see Harkin 1991
smiling as she sat on an anti- aircraft gun in North Vietnam. # Her liberalism and the attitude that followed during the' 60s and' 70s 
devasted the strength 1991
to get the late 1960s idiocy out of its system and return to the working-class liberalism of the 1930s. This liberalism was color blind 
and sex neutral. It improved 1991
out of its system and return to the working-class liberalism of the 1930s. This liberalism was color blind and sex neutral. It improved 
the well-being of American employees and 1991
? And how much more damage will be done? # If this is what liberalism in America has come to stand for then our country 
demonstrates eminent good sense in 1991
years in the House and Senate, but he was an early defector from orthodox liberalism. He supports the creation of a national 
industrial policy that would involve government directly 1991



he flabbergasted the ultra-liberal Americans for Democratic Action by telling the organization its brand of liberalism was dead. In 
1984 he suddenly walked away from the Senate. He wanted 1991
new economic structure. " But many Americans long ago lost faith in such primordial liberalism. Nathan Landow, Maryland party 
chairman and a major campaign fund raiser, concedes 1991
Andrew Sullivan, 28, the 77-year-old magazine once considered the flagship of American intellectual liberalism has a new editor 
who defies the old conventions, just as the New Republic 1991
recent editor, former Carter speechwriter Hendrik Hertzberg, had their intellectual roots in old-fashioned liberalism. Even as they 
and their colleagues criticized the outworn dogmas of the Left, 1991
criticized the outworn dogmas of the Left, they conveyed anguish about the future of liberalism and the Democratic Party. Though 
his views on social issues are eclectic, Sullivan 1991
liberal. Instead he is a Young-Turk Tory not given to twinges of regret over liberalism's demise. # Sullivan's ascension was 
something of a surprise. Peretz announced 1991
alleged sexual harassment to review. I have the greatest respect for Kennedy's stalwart liberalism and even for a few of his fellows 
on the Senate Judiciary Committee, but 1991
on resentment of quotas, welfare and Big Government. He railed against Edwards' liberalism and his penchant for gambling and 
womanizing and trading government jobs for campaign contributions. 1991
season. # I switch to The Washington Times, my favorite conservative newspaper. Liberalism may be dead, but so is Count Dracula, 
and the charm of The 1990
Times is the zest with which it drives five or six stakes per day through liberalism's evil heart. # And sure enough, fleeing Super 
Bowl puffs, I 1990
's bastion. It is The Review's relentless exposure of the excesses of contemporary liberalism, with its emphasis on the preferred 
treatment of favored groups, that gives the 1990
. # They call this " the fairness issue. " A central tenet of liberalism is government's guarantee that everyone, working or not, needy 
or not, 1990
, " he said, " his defeat would put to rest the claim that liberalism could win in America if only it wasn't represented by such 
incompetent campaigners as 1990
11 by a group of writers and academics, " marks the rebirth of no-apologies liberalism, " its founders say. # " We're not neo-liberals, 
or post-liberals 1990
The first issue, priced at $$7.95, contains several meditations on the role of liberalism in the 1990s, a feature article on " The Real 
Welfare Problem " and 1990
, so harsh are their lives and so isolated are the farms from the relative liberalism of the large cities and their surrounding townships, 
where activism is strong and talk 1990
the old days 20 years ago when this university was seen as a boil of liberalism. (Now, the rest of the state sees it as more a fungus 1990
(Now, the rest of the state sees it as more a fungus of liberalism, irritating but tolerable.) The United States government continues to 
refuse to let 1990
as Argentina and Brazil strive to create a South American common market. # Economic liberalism also has been fostered by concern 
that the foreign aid funds of the United States 1990
disappointed the Presidents who appointed them. Earl Warren and Brennan dismayed Ike with their liberalism, but theirs was the 
clearer view of the country. Warren Burger, who 1990
 971361 In a decade-long offensive against campus liberalism, the staff of the independent student weekly Dartmouth Review has 
managed to offend women 1990
, Williams' forces have bombarded the electorate with commercials linking Richards to lesbianism and liberalism. In lieu of 
proposing ways for the state to close the budget deficit, 1990
. The Yale graduate hails his win as a classic victory over " tax-and-spend " liberalism. # Elected from a staunchly conservative 
district, which includes some of the wealthiest 1990
he called a " noble agenda. " It amounted to a genteel strain of liberalism emphasizing improved education, health care and 
environmental measures. He rarely used the terms 1990
skeptical of government's ability to spend wisely. What is more, Cuomo's liberalism (he calls it " pragmatism ") is a luxury voters 
may only be 1990
back to the middle. But neo, the prefix that was supposed to make liberalism safe for Democrats again, has instead made them 
boring. If a liberal is 1990
years right-wing critics have complained that the U.S. news media are a bastion of anti-Establishment liberalism, while left-of-
centers charge that ownership by corporate conglomerates has turned the country's newspapers 1989

in the race, Gainesville welding supply marketer Eugene Moon, is campaigning on his conservatism. # The lone Democrat, former 
Episcopal minister Mike Freeman of Gainesville, has 2010
Hawkins* (Republican): The Gainesville dentist and former state senator is campaigning on conservatism and his experience as a 
state legislator and small-business owner.? Bert Loftman* ( 2010
is uniquely qualified to resolve all serious constitutional questions. # Given Yoo's strong conservatism, it would be easy for liberals 
to dismiss " Crisis and Command " as 2010
that comes along. " # Weld remains popular because of his record of fiscal conservatism and social liberalism. Brown has avoided 
appearing with the most recent Republican governor, 2010
American conservativism. First, their argument. # The main nugget of " Constitutional conservatism " is that America needs to return 
to the " limited government based on the 2010
urgent need to reassert fusionist principles: earlier efforts to braid the various threads of conservatism have repeatedly unraveled. 
The inherent tensions of conservatism are more glaring today than in 2010
to braid the various threads of conservatism have repeatedly unraveled. The inherent tensions of conservatism are more glaring today 
than in 1960. Christian Right domestic policies and neoconservative foreign 2010
many Republican governors are practicing a pragmatic -- their Congressional counterparts would say less-principled -- conservatism. 
# Governors, unlike members of Congress, have to balance their budgets each 2009
now. We're just trying to survive.' # Cloutier appreciates Simon's conservatism. It's part of what makes him (and those like him) a 2009
coined that term back in 1949, it referred to the isolation, independence and conservatism of the population. Those characteristics 
extend beyond human culture, since northern Vermont is 2009

political stupidity. And to use that issue as a measure of one's " conservatism " is even worse, beyond every scrap of logic. # In a free 2009
paranoia - with a broader band of political discontent. # " This is armed conservatism, backing political beliefs with guns, and I think 
that's the key of 2009



and balanced budgets are belied by their actions. # The Reagan Republican brand of conservatism is like communism -- - a historical 
aberration no ordinary people believe in anymore. 2009
. # As of now the Republicans are, once again, clinging to that conservatism as if the drunken-sailor spending of Bush no longer 
matters. # - john conner 2009
Republicans I should have attended a university in the South. " If you like conservatism you can certainly attend the University of 
Texas and you can walk past the statue 2009
today, it will increase the tension between elitism and populism that's marked American conservatism from the beginning. # Today, 
the Republican Party, led by Ms. Palin 2009
that takes a party in tune with its head more than its heart. # Conservatism's elitist roots # Throughout much of American history, 
conservative-minded politicians like President John 2009
educated minority, who must refuse to pander to the whims of the electorate. Conservatism meant the preservation of a complex and 
fragile civilization, which had to be protected 2009
did conservatives themselves heed his plea for intellectual rigor. # In the decades following, conservatism more often than not put its 
faith in the masses and their intuitive good sense 2009
strain across his political career: boldly ideological and often on the cutting edge of conservatism's intellectual crusade. // Finding a 
balance? // In Congress, Schaffer was 2008
the influx of newcomers who hold views that are not as grounded in the rock-ribbed conservatism of Arizona's Barry Goldwater 
days. That makes politics here less predictable than in 2008
... // He's no conservative // BY presenting John McCain as a paradigm of conservatism, Greg Anrig has constructed a straw 
conservative man who just can't stand up 2008
// Anrig should have selected Chuck Baldwin of the Consti-tution Party as the exemplar of conservatism to contrast with 
progressivism because, unlike all other presidential candi-dates this year, Baldwin 2008
to cut loose those perceived as disloyal and a populist brand of social and pro-growth conservatism. But a visit to this former mining 
supply post 40 miles north of Anchorage 2008
praised Ronald Reagan's 1980 address attacking President Carter and Reagan's 1984 speech on conservatism. // One challenge: 
McCain's address on Sept. 4 coincides with pro football 2008
in Washington, D.C., an organization headed by Norquist - an architect of modern conservatism who has advised President Bush and 
top GOP political leaders. // For Norquist, 2008
in Alaska would necessarily translate in Washington. Mendel says Palin hasn't pushed cultural conservatism because it wasn't 
politically expedient, not because she didn't want to. 2008
known for his ability to work with Democrats. His campaign theme was " compassionate conservatism, " and his name was George 
W. Bush. Many observers, including both 2008
issues important to Western voters. // Washington Republicans have strayed far from the fiscal conservatism their party has 
traditionally championed. So while we applaud McCain's stand against wasteful 2008
appeal to too narrow a base and that the party must update the focus of conservatism, especially at a time when voters are thinking 
more about issues like jobs and 2008
in 1964, 1976 and 1992. And he suggested that some calls to update conservatism -- by taking global warming more seriously, for 
instance -- were essentially disguised calls 2008
and different that supports students and staff? # Youngblood: I would bring fiscal conservatism to the board. As we have seen in last 
three weeks, we have 2008
times ahead: He cut his staff by 20 percent. # Betteridge's aggressive conservatism is in many ways emblematic of the current 
uncertainty in the Silicon Valley, where 2008
a very central role in creating a more moderate and more pragmatic Republican notion of conservatism that is about change, but 
about change that is more consistent with traditional Republican 2008
presidency, as Rampersad observes, " He blamed excessive liberalism for the rise of conservatism under Reagan. " # But Rampersad 
is not one to apply labels to Ellison 2007
 he says.  When I think of the 1960s, I think of conservatism. People say,' Reagan, Reagan, Reagan,' but what about 2007
, " Chicoine says. " He's trying to remind the party of what conservatism used to be. I think he did that tonight. " # But a 2007
following among Republicans who liked Nunn's independence and his emphasis on defense and fiscal conservatism.' # Though not 
as well-known as he once was, Nunn's reputation 2007
, Charles E. Schumer.) # It is a different image from the high-profile conservatism for which Mr. Santorum is so widely known: his 
impassioned opposition to abortion and 2006
activists to find new ways to work for equality. Leaders note that a growing conservatism in the courts and challenges to 
reproductive rights are drawing new members. # " 2006
in a heavily Democratic state, Schwarzenegger, 59, has clearly abandoned the hard-edged conservatism of 2005. He's managed to re-
establish the moderate image that catapulted him to 2006
to be an incentive for less walking). # In keeping with his basic conservatism, Huckabee couches his campaign in terms of personal 
responsibility, not government regulations. 2006
book The Conscience of a Conservative and experienced a political awakening. The senator made conservatism respectable, unlike 
the witch-hunting Sen. Joe McCarthy and the screwball absurdities of the John 2006
Joe McCarthy and the screwball absurdities of the John Birch Society. Sen. Goldwater's conservatism was sensible and 
straightforward, and therefore appealing. Given the influence he had on 2006
their thinking, and try to determine whether they appreciated what they were doing to conservatism and to Republican politics. We 
would title our book Conservatives Without Conscience, an 2006
started writing this book I had a difficult time accounting for what had become of conservatism or, for that matter, the Republican 
Party. I went down a number 2006
. My finding, simply stated, is the growing presence of conservative authoritarianism. Conservatism has noticeably evolved from its 
so-called modern phase (1950 to 1994) into what 2006
, and have pushed their governing authority beyond the law and the Constitution. # Conservatism is not inherently moralistic, 
negative, arrogant, condescending and self-righteous. Nor is 2006
. Yet all of these are adjectives that best describe the political outlook of contemporary conservatism. I make these observations not 
as an outsider, but as a conservative who 2006
a conservative who is deeply troubled by what has become of a treasured philosophy. Conservatism has been co-opted by 
authoritarians, a most dangerous type of political animal. # 2006
a major role in developing the contemporary conservative movement, and now they are taking conservatism increasingly toward 
political authoritarianism. Many are appropriately described as conservatives without conscience. Much 2006



the tax code, they say Mr. Cheney tends to mix an instinct for free-market conservatism with a pragmatic knack for vote counting, 
being the former House member that he 2005
interests of all members of the family. # These factors create an inherent political conservatism and argue against the profound 
changes that could begin to ameliorate the fundamental economic and 2005
groups perceived by residents as little more than gangs, the party oversaw a growing conservatism in a city long famed as the most 
libertine in the region. Liquor stores 2005
p.m. to 6 a.m. -- the two have key similarities. Their politics are mainstream conservatism, and they landed in their powerful posts 
largely by accident. Hastert, after 2005
was himself " attracted to Reagan's message. " What he liked most in conservatism was " the grounding in reason and 
reasonableness. " # Yoo attended Episcopal Academy 2005
 said Lt. Gov. Mark Taylor. # But in the incentives game, conservatism can be relative. #  Georgia is probably perceived as not the 
most aggressive 2005
at a great expense # In espousing his worldview that all good things spring from conservatism, Jim Wooten occasionally casts 
himself into a corner of illogic: # * No 2005
otherwise have. # For Republicans, the strategy here is to appeal to the conservatism of the Hispanics by speaking of traditional 
family values and abortion. # Nazarena Martinez 2004
the Republican banner, even if for different reasons. The old timers reflect a conservatism rooted in race, religion, and an enduring 
ethic of self reliance. The 2004
the state, among ranchers and miners who typify Nevada's longtime antitax, antiregulation conservatism. Kerry's chances, on the 
other hand, lie in Clark County, 2004
. # " The party has moved back to the left in response to Bush conservatism, " says presidential scholar Robert Dallek, who has 
written biographies of several modern 2004
grass-roots insurgent against incumbent Gerald Ford in 1976, though by 1980 his brand of conservatism had taken over the party, 
and his backers were the new establishment. # 2004
right in the' 80s with so-called country club Republicans, the affluent suburbanites whose conservatism had a more fiscal bent. # In 
the explosive Georgia state GOP convention of 2004
, is one of several elite private clubs in San Francisco, curious islands of conservatism amid a forest of Kerry for President signs. # 
Of these, the Big 2004
lead vanished, and the nomination went to Bill Simon, an inexperienced candidate whose conservatism put him well out of the 
California mainstream. Republican voters were in many cases 2003
secretary of state. With Mr. Bremer's 23-year career as a diplomat, his conservatism is leavened with a strong pragmatic instinct. # " 
As forceful as he is 2003
he let his guard down a bit and permit his audiences to see his deep conservatism. # During the 1970's he still traveled at a pace that 
would have 2003
blacks, the city and surrounding farmland is still known as a bastion of white conservatism. # This area was the only part of the 
country that rejected a referendum 2003
family; they believe nice young women shouldn't chase after balls, and their conservatism may prevent her from fashioning her 
future on her own terms. The film probes 2003
it previously accounted for those transactions; indeed, the firm has a reputation for conservatism in its bookkeeping, and past 
earnings will probably turn out to be higher than 2003
power before insight and judgment. It angers me that special interest politics masquerading as conservatism has demoted my 
formerly great country to the second tier of moral and ethical leadership 2003
unconvincing. So are some conservatives' claims that Tuesday's vote proves the basic conservatism of the U.S. public. There's 
something more - someone more - behind the 2002
limits on elected officials. 3. I want to bring " common sense " conservatism to the Gold Dome. The source of a great idea does not 
matter, 2002
my social views, but I'm quite conservative in what I consider traditional Republican conservatism, fiscal conservatism, as well as a 
strong national security policy. I believe 2002
the domestic front is the emergence of a deep-rooted, unnuanced and sometimes almost truculent conservatism from a man once 
regarded even by many Republicans as a moderate. As for 2001
the basic knowledge required for the office. Another lingering question is whether his innate conservatism and an outsized fear of the 
G.O.P. Congressional bullies will lead him to a crabbed 2001
Charlie Rangel could do. Trying to square Mr. Condit's sex life with his conservatism, William Bennett, the born-again moral 
relativist, declared, " Hypocrisy is better 2001
's congressional fund-raising arm. # The race also could highlight the different shades of conservatism in suburbia and exuburbia. # 
The new 7th District sweeps 180 degrees across north 2001
. # Another factor in the race is likely to be the various shades of conservatism in the new 7th. # Republican voters in Paulding, 
Bartow, Cherokee and 2001
percent of the vote, has become more oriented toward a Wall Street style of conservatism. " It's going to be interesting, " Linder said. 
" Gwinnett 2001
as economic prosperity in the urban areas began exerting a moderating influence on traditional Southern conservatism of the past. # " 
Politics in the South have become so much more 2001
occupy the minority in the House. # Gramm, whose anti-immigration rhetoric and staunch conservatism positioned him among the 
Senate's traditional Southern conservatives, put Texas back in play 2001
' compassionate conservatism.' In this case, compassion for the tobacco companies, conservatism for their victims. # STERLING 
DRUMWRIGHT # Denver # Cellphone law needed # Today 2001
who have more money to tax and no ties to New Hampshire's tradition of conservatism. According to one study, the Granite State 
now has more workers in high 2000
, a writer and filmmaker in New Hampshire and a former Democratic activist. " Conservatism here - which is deep-seated - doesn't 
come from religion but is a libertarian 2000
energy. If the' 80s were a time of economic prosperity layered with social conservatism, the' 90s -- Internet porn sites, unwanted sex 
e-mail and all -- 2000
hearts and good works of the American people. This is the essence of compassionate conservatism, and it will be a foundation of my 
administration. # These priorities are 2000
rights as citizens. # I think it's time we got back to real conservatism: control of our money, control of our schools, control of our 
country 2000



, there is -- as I believe there is -- a longing for patriotism, conservatism and Americanism -- and the desire for a Supreme Court with 
respect for life -- 2000
was given a ton of freedom because my parents were rebelling against their parents' conservatism. They were worried that discipline 
and limits would destroy my innocence and creativity. 2000
and around Boston might surprise those who view the city as a bastion of cultural conservatism, but it reflects a long local history 
blending art and science, from Harold 1999
in his image, making it appeal to supporters of both civil rights and social conservatism. " The fact that he's black means that he's 
able to reach 1999
He agrees that his civil rights background, strong religious beliefs, and firm social conservatism are an unusual combination in 
American politics. " When you get into politics, 1999
sprinkled with independent though left-leaning leaders, has become America's new conservative heartland. Conservatism still beats 
strong in portions of virtually every region in the nation. But none 1999
heartland of the country, a very' live and let live' kind of conservatism, " says Cliff May of the Republican National Committee. " It 
is the 1999
of statehouses in the mid-1970s. It's difficult to affix a single brand of conservatism to this region of cowboys, national parks, high-
tech expansion, and Latino population 1999
population growth. But most analysts see its core as a somewhat eclectic amalgam of conservatism on economic issues, a strong 
libertarian preference for limited government, and a wide 1999
states, transplanted Southerner and political scientist James King is struck by the contrast between conservatism in the cowboy state 
and his most recent home of Tennessee. " Here, 1999
represent a prevalent regional ideology. But what the region is really about is moderate conservatism that has found its home, for 
now at least, in the Republican Party 1999
party structure itself is generally weaker and loyalty thinner in the West than elsewhere. Conservatism here contains many strands, 
but Colorado pollster Floyd Ciruli says " the largest segment 1999
it as a source of strength. The causes of the Rocky Mountain states' conservatism are multiple. The state Republican parties have 
over the past 15 years honed messages 1999
is quite possible given the growing ranks of independents, most see the region's conservatism, under whatever banner it flies, 
prevailing for years to come. " I 1999
in the state - rising prostitution, ongoing violence against women, and a general conservatism that limits their mobility. Women, for 
example, (as in many parts 1999
Bio lists him as " one of America's most well-known and leading voices for conservatism unapologetically pro-life, pro-family, pro-
growth. " Backs a " human life bill " 1999
presidential campaigns, Patrick J. Buchanan's volatile mix of protectionist nationalism and hard-line social conservatism changed the 
tone and content of Republican primary fights, leaving in its wake the 1999
Bush's aides touted that fact recently when President Clinton mocked Bush's " compassionate conservatism " as being light on 
compassion and heavy on conservatism. # But Bush did 1999
find an iconoclastic, left-wing magazine. # But here in the maroon heart of conservatism is the scrappy Touchstone, which appears in 
ratty, blue news racks six times 1999
  Drive, She Said "), apathy in the face of growing conservatism (" Soldier Blue, " " Leperskin ") and life in the age 1999
still an image voters responded to well, and many Democrats hope that the staunch conservatism of Ms. Murray's opponent, 
Representative Smith, will make her unappealing to moderate 1998
Killed by wife in murder-suicide. # Barry Goldwater, sharp-tongued, uncompromising defender of conservatism as Arizona senator 
whose futile 1964 campaign for presidency began philosophical reshaping of Republican Party 1998
court judge and Englewood mayor, he's a classic Democrat except for his fiscal conservatism. # Tom Barrett, # Wisconsin, 44, 
elected 1992 # " You 1998
instead they built book value. " # Largely because of the late chairman's conservatism, National Capital became so financially solid 
that industry monitors routinely rank it among the 1998
behemoths were slow to recognize that technology was changing, and were crippled by their conservatism, said Edson DeCastro, a 
founder and longtime chief executive of Data General. 1998
receives annually for the handful of new analyst jobs. The approach is one of conservatism, paternalism even, but also a collegial 
informality that is the same whether the 1998
need to get a lot more information on the products. ") # The conservatism of the hot line has both its fans and detractors: Caroline 
Smith DeWaal, 1998
, moderation combined with cynicism and posturing is even more disastrous, and a principled conservatism can win big.... Yes, the 
Cold War is over. 1998
. Sanford, who represents all of south DeKalb, showed promising signs of fiscal conservatism this year in voting to escrow funds for 
a millage reduction instead of spending it 1998
Oakland and experienced the shock of racism. # Reeves, appealing to the nonideological conservatism of many Oakland voters, was 
the opposite of the liberal romantic. # Blakely 1998
but Democrat Gray Davis slammed him as too extreme for even the hero of American conservatism. # Lieutenant Governor Davis 
and Attorney General Lungren swapped charges and countercharges at San 1998
divisive brand of politics, favoring George Bush, Jr.' s more inclusive conservatism. California Republicans have realized that they 
can't win with only the " angry 1998
please tell me how many years will our children be paying for all this " conservatism without conscience "? Can this country afford 
to have another " conservative " government 1998
and I adamantly refuse to compromise on the issue. The current zeitgeist apparently equates conservatism with evil, and liberalism 
with good. My belief that modern unionism, affirmative 1998
help them earn their way, I can't help but believe the core of conservatism is simply being cheap. # When Billy Owens says he can 
save half a 1998
a lamentable record for a member of the majority party. # Musgrave's social conservatism won't be relieved by the election of her 
Democratic opponent, Sue Jarrett of 1998
uncontrolled growth. As governor, Lamm stressed both environmental themes and an underlying fiscal conservatism in accord with 
his strong belief that the world had entered an " era of 1998
publicly about bonuses. In part that is a measure of the industry's traditional conservatism. But it is also a reaction to the late-1980's, 
when Wall Street 1997
the White House and then using those victories to implement the values of a governing conservatism. " # Much of his effort was 
devoted to finding the right political language 1997



And, yet, both blacks and conservatives must reach out to each other. Conservatism may be the dominant ideology, but it will never 
be the dispositive one until 1997
Blacks are " conservative " by instinct, tradition, and experience. If only conservatism can bestir itself to send out the searchlights 
for those who've strayed from the 1997
I are not Neanderthals, and we are not buying this brand of mostly male conservatism that dominates the party and makes it so 
difficult for us to rally to the 1997
liberal refuge in the late 1970s as the civil rights and anti-war movements waned and conservatism gained strength in American 
politics. # The group was " a transmission belt for 1997
you agree with those who argue there is something distinctively Southern about the brand of conservatism promoted by the 
Republican Party today? # A: Newt Gingrich! I made 1997
. # The trade-off for economic reform, in Deng's conception, was political conservatism. Only grudgingly did he abide challenges to 
the supremacy of the party. -- 1997
in his heir-apparent: House Majority Leader Dick Armey, a Texan whose fire- breathing conservatism makes Gingrich look like a 
mushy moderate. # Should Gingrich be forced to move 1997
In contrast to the aged, stodgy conservative leadership of those years, the new conservatism of the 1980s was an aggressive ideology, 
roaring ahead with tax cuts, deregulation 1997
, and privatizations that led to huge CEO salaries and windfall profits for investors. Conservatism has come to look greedy, corrupt 
and dedicated to business and financial interests. 1997
confirm another related trend: how right-wing populist conservatives are splitting away from elite economic conservatism and 
damaging its election prospects. In France, Jean Le Pen's National Front 1997
in the United States. # The crux of the matter is this: If conservatism has overplayed its pro-market, anti-welfare state and regressive 
tax preferences as dramatically as recent 1997
emphasizing free market economics. " What this campaign is going to decide is what conservatism means in America in the post-
cold war era, " he said. # Mr. 1996
, if also prompting some critics to carp that its polish is achieved through artistic conservatism. # It has also balanced its budget for 
three years and has been filling 1996
deemed a progressive force at the turn of the century, became an emblem for conservatism during the 20's. Max Auer, president of 
the International Bruckner Society, 1996
# A second worrisome sign is the increase in violence in a society known for conservatism and calm. Two bombs exploded within a 
month; one in the southern town 1996
sparring matches on CNN's " Crossfire. " " Pat's message of populist conservatism has gotten lost in the Republican Party, " he says. 
# Conservative activist 1996
sympathetic with a conservative desire for a limited role for the court. Yet his conservatism is not " political. " He does not " 
advocate the conservatism of the 1996
Yet his conservatism is not " political. " He does not " advocate the conservatism of the Reagan-Bush political agenda, " says Steven 
Wermeil, law professor at Georgia 1996
region. # Spiro Agnew, President Nixon's vice president known for his strident conservatism before resigning in disgrace, died in 
Annapolis, Md. Agnew was known for 1996
campaign - Republican women. These women respond to her critique of Baker's social conservatism as being out of step with the 
district. Tauscher points to his strong stand 1996
with the field's most compelling stump speech. May help ensure GOP platform's conservatism. # Pat Buchanan Commentator, 
former White House aide; Washington, D.C.; 1996
produced. " His brand of populism -- a mixture of economic nationalism and social conservatism -- is drawn directly and 
unapologetically from the political currents that ran through American society 1996
of his generation, establishing a reputation for independence, military expertise and generally soft-edged conservatism. Had he 
decided to seek a fifth term, he probably would have scared 1996
the race eschew the political moderation for which Nunn is known and promise a harder-edged conservatism if elected. # Two 
candidates, however, Democrat Max Cleland and Republican Johnny 1996
for fall publication, and he relishes the chance to travel the country denouncing Republican conservatism and speaking out for 
Clinton's re-election. Even so, he can't imagine 1996
from government regulation " bills are not what they seem. They're not about conservatism; they're about economic radicalism. Our 
legislature is on the fast track to 1996
welfare organizations responded even more angrily. They said the Mayor's budget reflected the conservatism of Mr. Giuliani's fellow 
Republicans in Albany and Washington and the drive to roll 1995
the giants they disposed of. It is a combination of their youth, their conservatism, their zeal to restructure a Congress that so many 
ran against as fat, 1995
crucial role in defining him. In the cultural war between Democratic liberalism and Republican conservatism, Specter, who is a 
Democrat turned Republican, has staked out virtually unique 1995
caucus, and who has shaped his presidential bid as a challenge to the cultural conservatism within his own party. He has not been 
reluctant to take that challenge directly 1995
to closing tax loopholes but has used less openly this year as he showcased his conservatism by attacking affirmative action, taking a 
no-tax-increase pledge and espousing English as the nation 1995
Deficits began exploding in the 1980s when President Ronald Reagan, ostensibly an apostle of conservatism, prevailed on Congress 
to cut taxes while boosting military spending. Since then, 1995
 Ronald Reagan changed things once and for all by representing the party of fiscal conservatism and saying it was OK to be 
irresponsible,  said UC's Auerbach. 1995
that was the liberal left's 1996 election oak from which they planned to hang conservatism. # Like the spotted owls and other 
creatures who reside in the wilderness, 1995
, and a revolving-door criminal justice system. And yet, Whye persists in blaming conservatism and traditional white racism for the 
problems facing minorities. # The vile racism confronting 1995
, increase military spending and balance the budget, many candidates are more comfortable espousing conservatism on their own 
terms. That leaves Bill Clinton as the single theme galvanizing Republicans 1994
a -- off to do it. " # It would appear that this fiscal conservatism has also carried over into the promotional budget: Aside from a 
presence on the 1994
.... I ask you to join me in bringing creative, Jeffersonian conservatism to our state government.... # To meet those challenges, we 1994
politics. I don't mind that you have become the Number One voice for conservatism in our Country. I know the liberals call you the 
most dangerous man in 1994



to miss the point. Rush Limbaugh is almost always dead serious. # His conservatism is a mix of the traditional Republicanism of his 
father and grandfather and the fury 1994
feature the voluble lawmaker extolling ideas that have been central to his brand of futuristic conservatism, such as eliminating the 
welfare state, shrinking the overall role of government and 1994
 I am a moderate  was poised to become a thundering national voice of conservatism. # True to Original Issues # However, Gingrich 
remained true to two of 1994
# However, Gingrich remained true to two of his original issues hardly associated with conservatism -- the environment and civil 
rights. His commitment waxed and waned over the years 1994
# Those of us with a healthy disdain for the traditional forms of liberalism and conservatism realize that proponents of both of these 
decrepit ideologies commonly resort to ad hominem idiocy 1994
, as a U.S. senator and now, as governor, Wilson has packaged fiscal conservatism with more moderate views on social issues. # He 
is pro-choice, a position 1994
 # Senate Republican leader Ken Maddy of Fresno, whose career predates the hard-edge conservatism that now dominates in 
Sacramento, is saddled with a fractious caucus that will have 1994
personal lives, but it is important to make a distinction between personal and political conservatism, " said David Bositis, an analyst 
for the Joint Center, the Washington 1994
D.C., policy research firm that conducted the HBO poll. # " " Political conservatism is not defined by religion, " he said. " " In fact, 1994
fact, it's sort of difficult to figure out where religion fits into political conservatism, although it's clear to see that people who identify 
themselves as Christian conservatives 1994
contradictory pressures, some urging him forward to activism, some pulling him back toward conservatism. # But if the past is any 
precedent, the tide will soon be 1993
traditional midwest wing of the party, often in conflict with the newer and harder-edged conservatism of such second-tier House 
leaders as GOP whip Newt Gingrich (Ga.) and GOP 1993
, a former public defender who had never been a judge. Despite growing public conservatism, Bird stubbornly pursued a liberal 
course, refusing to budge from her beliefs or 1993
more than any of the other candidates running for U.S. Senate, embodied their deep-rooted conservatism. # " " I'm a fiscal 
conservative, a social conservative and a 1993
's deployment of U.S. troops in Somalia. # Critics say Barton's brand of conservatism on social issues is mean-spirited. # Gay rights 
groups were angered by his sponsorship 1993
merger of different politics: her mostly moderate approach and strong abortion-rights stands to his conservatism and an anti-abortion 
record racked up while in the General Assembly. # The marriage 1993
backdrop of a politician who has sought to blend traditional Democratic social-welfare concerns with fiscal conservatism, the 
balancing act with his stepfather seems a blueprint for Mr. Clinton's drive 1992
it means to be an American, " says Eastland. This is an emotional conservatism of shared tradition and shared blood, he says, not an 
inclusive view of 1992
to limit government in everything from taxes to tourism. Ironically, a new economics-driven conservatism has brought more " liberal 
" candidates into the center where most elections are decided 1992
frustrated black as well as white elected leaders, both of whom exhibit the fiscal conservatism traditional on the Eastern Shore. " 
Government should be run like a business, 1992
in upcoming primary states and cast himself as a national voice for his brand of conservatism, speaking more to state GOP 
conventions and conservative meetings. # " The interest 1992
mistake. # Hillary Clinton has said the couple's investment choices reflect their fiscal conservatism, but they occasionally have 
picked some risky ventures, such as a financial " 1992
will cost. # In other settings, Kemp has derided this kind of traditional conservatism as " root-canal economics. " He has pressed 
Bush to make a major new 1992
# As Lugar put it, Reagan presented " the smiling, gracious face of conservatism, not partisan, not nasty. " New Jersey delegate Mary 
Virginia Webert said 1992
-- had picked up the theme. Finally! Anti-communism was dead, and free-market conservatism had lost some charm in America's 
endless recession, and so cultural conservatism, 1992
free-market conservatism had lost some charm in America's endless recession, and so cultural conservatism, a stepchild of 
conservative politics for decades, could finally arise. # The 1992
a rich white executive who lives in Orange County, California's strongest bastion of conservatism. # But their initiatives are truly 
historic. Never before have private- sector efforts 1992
in Savannah. Did I detect a switch to a more traditional form of cultural conservatism? # Bush: No, it is not a switch but a 
reaffirmation. 1992
by assertions that they have been ineffective at recapturing gains lost to a decade of conservatism. # " It's lost luster in terms of being 
respected at a national 1992
of love. " # Suffice it to say that Mellinkoff's level-headed, pragmatic conservatism brought welcome balance to the fuzzy minded, 
visionary liberalism rampant in the letters column 1992
, " he said. " But as long as that central pillar of fiscal conservatism stood, there was room for a wide range of differences on a range 
of 1992
New York. " The fact that networks, which are the last bastion of conservatism, are moving in this direction, and into prime time, is 
reflective that 1992
and professors. # GAINING SOCIAL TOLERANCE # While the country has drifted toward economic conservatism since the 
Ronald Reagan era, socially it has become more tolerant, says Elkind 1992
a constitutional right not to be slaughtered, epitomize the flaw that dooms Republican " conservatism. " # It prates endlessly about 
basic moral values, but its actions betray 1992

White, the firm of the 1920s. This family makes a case for civic conservatism - or family values, if you will - in a city glorified in the 1992
Persian Gulf war. # But interviews here, in a town that combines Southern conservatism with a university-town atmosphere, and 
elsewhere show that the war seems more complicated and 1991
hailed by admirers and blasted by critics last year as an outspoken voice of black conservatism, grimaces when asked if he considers 
himself a conservative. # " Oh, 1991
and to a lesser degree Professor Loury of Harvard, fit in comfortably with the conservatism of the Reagan era. They generally 
believe in free-market approaches rather than government programs 1991
has been pitted most directly against chief of staff John Sununu, whose New Hampshire-bred conservatism is of a slightly different 
stripe than Kemp's. Mr. Gingrich, very much 1991



do is anesthetize them from the marketplace, " he says. # But traditional conservatism rubbed him the wrong way as well. " I kind of 
became disenchanted with 1991
Emma Mae Martin have taken divergent tracks: She was once on welfare; his conservatism has earned him the scorn of some black 
leaders. # And although she says 1991
at stake. Then, yes. " # In his hometown, Thomas' conservatism makes sense because of his belief that he's earned everything he's 
achieved. 1991
the difference also reflects the two presidents' approaches. " In the balance between conservatism and confirmability in a post-1987, 
post-Bork era, Bush tends more to confirmability, 1991
and Reagan, if he were president right now, might have tended more toward conservatism, " Jipping said. # Goldman, who has 
conducted extensive studies of the 1991
letter on a bar napkin, " they wrote. # Friends say Foreman's conservatism is genuine. " As long as I've known Dave, he's been 1991
in office, Wilson has redefined a party that has been a national bellwether of conservatism since Ronald Reagan became governor a 
quarter-century ago with a promise to " squeeze, 1991
was still Virginia's political juggernaut. It drew its power from large landowners whose conservatism was so deep that even issuing 
bonds to build roads was viewed as a newfangled 1991
these venerable groups try to redefine themselves and recapture gains lost to a decade of conservatism, there are no clear 
replacements for the old guard. # The leaders will 1991
a low-income-housing specialist in Washington and a distinctive voice in the growing ranks of black conservatism: " They don't even 
have anyone they seem to be grooming. When 1991
Thomas, meanwhile, has energized debate between liberals and the various strands of black conservatism, in part over the issue of 
self-help versus government-assistance programs, including affirmative action 1991
white conservatives who have gotten them publicity. " # The Rev. Lowery, characterizing conservatism as " the Reagan-Bush- 
Goldwater lie, " adds, " We're saying government 1991
Republican and not a Democrat because the Republican Party best represents his ideas of social conservatism, selfishness and 
repression of the truth and peoples. # It's interesting, 1991
Stevens. Others see the intellectual rigor of Justice Antonin Scalia, or the pragmatic conservatism of Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr. And 
almost everyone reaches back to the 1930 1990
. # Those who have watched Judge Souter said they had no doubt about his conservatism. The only question, and it is a crucial one, 
is the kind 1990
a watershed in his Presidency, a signal of whether he will abide by the conservatism of the Reagan years that has so dramatically 
altered the Court on issues from civil 1990
and in the conflict-ridden town where rising black expectations have collided head on with white conservatism and fear. # Black 
trade unionists said yesterday that police action after the Thabong 1990
has been appointed to advisory positions by presidents Reagan and Bush. He wears his conservatism proudly, but unlike Goldwater 
in 1964, Andrews intends not to go down in 1990
in general - with none of the crankiness and pessimism that afflicts some houses of conservatism. He even believed after first 
meeting Mikhail Gorbachev that, with carrot and stick 1990
activism and interpretation. My fear is that there is a very thick undercurrent of conservatism in this country that will have to be 
overcome. USA TODAY: Is President 1990
, massage parlors or X-rated video stores. # " There is a vein of conservatism in this city, " Barrie says. " But I think Cincinnati is 
very 1990
but he was criticized by local arts activists for cultural insensitivity, censorship and artistic conservatism. # " Our situation was rather 
simple, " Agresto said. " We 1990
, she is the Democratic mayor of South Pasadena -- " a bastion of Republican conservatism " -- and is running for a state Assembly 
seat against a Republican incumbent representing 1990
not sit by while 964 Deukmejian appointed judges, mostly white males of " unswerving conservatism and restraint, " administer their 
prosecutorial form of justice well into the 21st century 1990
and unpredictable judiciary created by his predecessor, Jerry Brown, into one of unswerving conservatism and restraint. # Both 
liberal and conservative court observers say that Deukmejian's judges 1990
markets the Esther Williams line: " There's a tremendous trend toward modesty and conservatism. " # The advent of more ample 
suits may also reflect a greater concern 1989
depth than the Post. Still, while Ronald Reagan doted on the Times's conservatism, George Bush merely includes it among the six 
papers he reads each morning. 1989
overarching aspirations, a notion of empowerment far beyond what seemed plausible amid the genteel conservatism of the Old 
Dominion. " If people will elect you Lieutenant Governor, " 1989
making jihad. Today, as minority whip, he talks soberly of " opposition conservatism " being passe: " We must invent governing 
conservatism. " # Yet Bush 1990
talks soberly of " opposition conservatism " being passe: " We must invent governing conservatism. " # Yet Bush's cautious " 
stewardship " of the nation is part 1990
in the West's second largest city. They set the tone of its breezy conservatism. They generate much of its impulse for urban face 
lifting and instant culture. 1990
. Since then there has been widespread grumbling over both the document's old- fashioned conservatism and the rush-rush deadline 
for responding to it. Last week leaders of the U.S. 1990
# Until those demonstrations, there had been little protest against the hard- shell moral conservatism that has dominated Cincinnati 
for 30 years. The Queen City was a spawning ground 1990
in Paris and The Last Temptation of Christ. # Though Cincinnati's reputation for conservatism is well deserved -- " Decency Central, 
" local columnist Jim Rohrer calls it 1990
risks now that we're successful and 25 years older. There's a certain conservatism that has set in. " # Downie has won applause from 
his reporters for 1990
: The U.S. Supreme Court: not the last word # To escape the growing conservatism of the federal bench, liberals are turning to state 
supreme courts and winning on 1990
of withdrawal " that has emerged among some of his authors. # " American conservatism is a term whose very meaning was shaped 
and colored by the cold war, 1991
as his penchant for stories on such subjects as the ins and outs of black conservatism -- seemed to mark the culmination of Peretz's 
own political evolution. # Raised 1991
38,000-word essay in the National Review, William F. Buckley Jr., the godfather of conservatism, writes, " I find it impossible to 
defend Pat Buchanan against the charge 1991



programs from the state budget. # Wilson's proposal is a combination of fiscal conservatism and enforced behavioral modification 
for those who receive Aid to Families with Dependent Children, 1991
by their common mission: restoring the party to what they consider to be Reaganite conservatism. 1992
, " says Brink, " his real colors are beginning to show -- his conservatism and belief in force as the only way of getting out of a 
dilemma. 1992
of business is to sort out just who or what failed: George Bush or conservatism? Or which mixture of the two? The Washington Post 
gave its answer when 1992
Post gave its answer when it reported " the end of the age of heroic conservatism " and announced the start of a new day. # Advice to 
liberals: 1992
communism. " # In America, political movements need to police their extremes. Conservatism is no exception. It is a matter not just 
of principle, but of 1993
It is a matter not just of principle, but of practical politics. Unless conservatism is prepared to divorce itself from its extremists, it 
will suffer the taint. 1993
and' 60s, William F. Buckley led a heroic and successful effort to purge conservatism of its anti-Semitic and neofascist elements. 
More recently, the Republican Party excommunicated David 1993
and 173,000 independents, concern over the economy won out over the county's latent conservatism. Clinton took 41% of the vote, 
vs. Bush's 40% and Perot 1993
are " genetically predisposed " to be the heads of households. Despite his high-definition conservatism, last week the Minnesota 
Republican Party chose Quist as its candidate for Governor this 1994
that the American political mood sometimes evolves in 30-year cycles, swinging from activism to conservatism and back again. But 
consider the electorate's volatility during the past three years 1994
rightward the G.O.P. has tilted. Until now, no one has challenged Dole's conservatism. However, evidence of Dole's compassion -- 
his support for school lunches, 1995
country an unusually clear ideological choice between two apparent oxymorons: a " revolutionary " conservatism bent on 
dismantling the great edifice of the New Deal and Great Society and a 1995
whole crowd, they were there to remind Americans that even in a time of conservatism and backlash, the business of racism and 
inequality will not be ignored. The 1995
. " It is this aspect of Ropke's philosophy that inspires Buchanan's " conservatism of the heart. " # But on trade, he and Buchanan 
part company 1996
conservative body. The only real questions have been how conservative and whose notion of conservatism it would be. If 
Republicans ever find an answer that truly matches the national 1996
Constitutional Action as the most conservative member of Congress. # Dole's brand of conservatism, however, which favored Small 
Government yet was susceptible to the charms of Washington 1996
was being outpaced not only by the triumphant liberals but also by another kind of conservatism. A new right wing was 
consolidating within the party, causing internal splits that 1996
But this coalition, united largely by a concern that the current brand of G.O.P. conservatism is too extreme to control more than one 
branch of government, is not likely 1996
in the President's large-scale health-care proposal) and the Republicans' commitment to fiscal conservatism, a balanced budget and 
tax cuts, voters overwhelmingly preferred the Republicans' priorities 1996
that incumbent Joseph Biden is too liberal to represent Delaware, he hopes his own conservatism will attract voters anxious for an 
upset. # THE ISSUES 1996
, and work as a forest ranger and barn builder. Noted for his fiscal conservatism, he has shown independence from the G.O.P. by 
backing the assault-weapons ban. # 1996
of former Governor George Romney -- hosting a popular radio talk show and a healthy conservatism helped her win the nomination. 
She supports a balanced-budget amendment and term limits, 1996
: 609-844-1188 # Zimmer's six years in the House have been characterized by fiscal conservatism and a moderate, sometimes even 
liberal, record on domestic issues. He may 1996
been searching for this document since Nov. 5. # 1. Merge liberalism and conservatism into a new politics of the millennium. # 2. 
Figure out what the 1996
moral relativism lies a low-key celebration of austerity, even a quiet, almost covert conservatism. The closest thing to a central 
message is the advice Kramer gives during one 1997
, " says Representative Lindsey Graham of South Carolina, referring to Gingrich. " Conservatism is popular. We've got a good 
message; we just need a good 1997
to mean not simply a compromise between right and left but a synthesis of fiscal conservatism with social responsibility that can 
appeal across a broad middle. Schroder recognizes the idea 1998
high-tech lynching. " Nor was it the first time he has claimed that his conservatism grew from lifting himself out of poverty by his 
bootstraps, rather than from bald 1998
the Christian right. It's no coincidence that Bush's popular brand of moderate conservatism resembles that of another former 
Southern Governor. Rather than trying to beat a New 1998
the actor a fighting chance at doing for grass-roots liberalism what Reagan did for Goldwater conservatism. Skeptics abound, of 
course, but one crucial fact about Beatty bears remembering 1999
clear influence right there) and, in his later years, tempered his social conservatism in ways McCain might be starting to now. 
Goldwater was a voice for fiscal 2000
, last week he headed to Southern California to put some compassion back into his conservatism. His first event in the state was at an 
inner-city faith-based social-service organization of 2000
in George W. Bush's slogan, compassionate and conservative, are mutually exclusive. Conservatism suggests that one must leave 
well enough alone. That is in total contrast to 2000
inherited a familiar cyclical hypothesis of American history, the idea of alternating radicalism and conservatism. # The first volume 
of Schlesinger's memoirs, A Life in the 20th 2000
. # What happened to the compassion that was supposed to go with Bush's conservatism? The campaign prepared us for some of this -
- candidate Bush made plain his 2001
racial groupthink of the far left and the bigotry of the far right, this conservatism has sought to uplift individuals regardless of race or 
background. For these conservatives, 2002
the world after World War II. # What on earth has happened to American conservatism? It used to be a reliably dour movement, a 
sober restraint upon the 2003
the recall circus, lies a tantalizing possibility. In his unique blend of fiscal conservatism and social liberalism, Arnold 
Schwarzenegger is a genuinely new kind of politician, one 2003



and, arguably, foolish. The Republicans, by contrast, have abandoned traditional conservatism to gain political advantage (with the 
elderly, for instance) or to pay 2003
; in New York City. His incisive, often acerbic voice helped sharpen American conservatism for three decades, particularly through 
his advocacy of supply-side economics and robust defense spending 2003
Blue-collar white males who fled the Democratic Party in favor of Ronald Reagan's social conservatism # Working Women 1976 
The increasing number of women in the work force who were 2004
the most ambitious nation-building project since World War II. He pledged centrist, inclusive conservatism, and yet he has supported 
a constitutional amendment to ban gay marriage and has 2004
power as the leader of an ideological movement: in his case, a fierce conservatism forged and tempered by decades of disdain from 
the nation's moderate media and political 2004
picked up by Bush to soften the G.O.P.'s image after eight years of Reagan conservatism. Noonan then quit politics and went on to 
fame as a pundit and author 2004
was always to use overwhelming force for very narrow ends. Bush junked this military conservatism in favor of something far 
bolder and riskier. # You can see why these 2004
Thomas, and the President doesn't need a fight. " Though Scalia's conservatism irks many Democrats, he was confirmed easily by the 
Senate in 1986, and 2005
clear after a while that Coulter's goal is not to bash liberals and spread conservatism. It's to advance the cult of Coulter. She is simply 
a self-promoter 2005
seat. While relatively new to the Senate, she doesn't share the strong conservatism of many of the chamber's younger Republicans. 
For instance, she has not 2005
comes down to who gets the nod. Until recently, Roberts' carefully measured conservatism left many legal experts certain that Bush 
would make a much more conservative second pick 2005



lexeme syntax main_verb axiology experiencer possessive

liberalism NP dub nonpos school poss

liberalism of_NP be pos state nonposs

liberalism NP balance pos agenda poss

liberalism of_NP be neg political_program nonposs

liberalism NP be pos NA nonposs

liberalism NP have neg society nonposs

liberalism NP_in offer pos government nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos agenda poss

liberalism NP generate nonpos politician poss

liberalism NP_for blame nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP weigh pos idea nonposs

liberalism NP lament nonpos government nonposs

liberalism NP call nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP become nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism in_NP become nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism in_NP reflect pos government nonposs

liberalism NP provide pos politician nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos politician poss

liberalism NP take neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP personify nonpos town poss

liberalism NP argue nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP complicate nonpos policy nonposs

liberalism NP appreciate nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP define pos idea nonposs

liberalism for_NP express neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP have nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP consider neg society nonposs

liberalism NP go nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP target pos idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP awaken neg idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP believe nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP advance nonpos society nonposs

liberalism of_NP bring nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP give pos state nonposs

liberalism NP_of see nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP_at define nonpos party nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP provide nonpos society nonposs



liberalism NP_with be nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP remain nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP encroach neg society nonposs

liberalism of_NP loath neg society nonposs

liberalism of_NP be nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos politician nonposs

liberalism NP be pos politician poss

liberalism od_NP create pos idea nonposs

liberalism to_NP refer nonpos individual nonposs

liberalism of_NP undo neg politician nonposs

liberalism NP lurch nonpos agenda nonposs

liberalism NP bolster nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP incense neg state poss

liberalism in_NP steep nonpos company nonposs

liberalism of_NP see nonpos individual nonposs

liberalism NP NA pos individual nonposs

liberalism NP eat neg society nonposs

liberalism of_NP want nonpos nation nonposs

liberalism of_NP be nonpos society nonposs

liberalism of_NP vow pos individual nonposs

liberalism NP appalled nonpos individual nonposs

liberalism NP give nonpos individual poss

liberalism NP NA nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP affirm pos individual nonposs

liberalism NP do pos idea nonposs

liberalism NP_for go nonpos nation nonposs

liberalism of_NP run nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP_with equate nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP be pos idea nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos individual poss

liberalism NP have nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP test pos society poss

liberalism NP be pos society poss

liberalism NP describe nonpos society nonposs

liberalism of_NP denounce nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP imagine nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP resist nonpos society nonposs



liberalism NP be nonpos individual nonposs

liberalism NP curb nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP_in destroy neg idea nonposs

liberalism to_NP do nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP won nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP shed nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP return neg society nonposs

liberalism NP animate nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP dominate nonpos party nonposs

liberalism NP recede nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP_on stamp nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP be pos society nonposs

liberalism NP accompany nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP hold neg society nonposs

liberalism NP be neg idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP allow nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP go neg idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP predict nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP land nonpos individual nonposs

liberalism NP be neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP be neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP offer nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP foresaw nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP lose nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP allow neg individual nonposs

liberalism NP earn pos individual nonposs

liberalism NP turn nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP merge nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP argue pos party nonposs

liberalism of_NP NA neg society nonposs

liberalism NP_of lament neg society nonposs

liberalism NP accept nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP represent nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP NA nonpos society nonposs

liberalism for_NP come pos society nonposs

liberalism NP say nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos idea nonposs



liberalism NP become neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP revive nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP be pos society nonposs
liberalism NP be nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP stake nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP destroy neg nation nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos individual nonposs

liberalism NP give nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP term nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP have nonpos idea nonposs
liberalism NP preserve nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP_of drive nonpos party nonposs

liberalism NP oppose nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP base nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP usher neg nation nonposs

liberalism NP equate nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP_in cloak neg individual poss

liberalism of_NP realize neg idea nonposs

liberalism with_NP equate nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP join neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP produce neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP_to dominate nonpos nation nonposs
liberalism NP forget nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP revere pos individual nonposs

liberalism NP know nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP have nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP become neg society nonposs

liberalism of_NP depend neg society nonposs

liberalism NP sacrifice neg society nonposs

liberalism of_NP be nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP have neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP hide neg individual poss

liberalism NP enter nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP test pos idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP have nonpos state nonposs

liberalism NP can nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP_of display nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP give neg individual poss

liberalism NP extoll pos idea nonposs



liberalism NP seem neg individual nonposs

liberalism NP_in embrace nonpos individual nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP attack nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP_of recall nonpos party nonposs

liberalism NP_to lay_aside nonpos individual poss

liberalism of_NP base nonpos city nonposs

liberalism NP bring neg society nonposs

liberalism NP assault pos society nonposs

liberalism NP carry neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP pick_up pos individual poss

liberalism NP rouse pos idea nonposs

liberalism NP come neg individual poss

liberalism NP push neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP be neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP dent nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP_of have nonpos media nonposs

liberalism NP know nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP embody pos agenda nonposs

liberalism NP look nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP code nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP fall nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP do nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP sweep pos idea nonposs

liberalism NP look neg individual poss

liberalism NP define neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP open nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP get nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP return pos idea nonposs

liberalism NP undermine neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP_for mark nonpos individual nonposs

liberalism NP play pos individual poss

liberalism NP follow neg individual poss

liberalism NP_of return pos society nonposs

liberalism NP be pos society nonposs

liberalism NP_in be nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos individual nonposs



liberalism of_NP be nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP lost neg society nonposs

liberalism NP have nonpos media nonposs

liberalism NP have nonpos individual nonposs

liberalism of_NP convey neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP give nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP have pos individual poss

liberalism NP rail nonpos individual poss

liberalism NP be nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP drive neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP expose nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP be nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP claim nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism NP mark pos idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP contain nonpos society nonposs

liberalism NP_of isolate nonpos society nonposs
liberalism of_NP see nonpos society nonposs

liberalism of_NP see neg society nonposs

liberalism NP foster nonpos economy nonposs

liberalism NP dismay nonpos individual poss

liberalism NP manage neg society nonposs

liberalism NP link neg individual nonposs

liberalism NP hail nonpos idea nonposs

liberalism of_NP amount pos idea nonposs

liberalism NP be nonpos individual poss

liberalism NP make neg idea nonposs

liberalism NP complain neg media nonposs

conservatism NP campaign nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP campaign nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP give pos individual poss

conservatism NP remain pos individual nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP braid nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism of_NP glare neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP practice nonpos idea nonposs
conservatism NP appreciate pos individual poss

conservatism NP_of refer nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP use neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP be neg idea nonposs



conservatism of_NP be neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP cling neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP like nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP mark nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP NA nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP mean nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP put nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism of_NP be nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP_of hold nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism of_NP present nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism of_NP contrast nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP cut nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism on_NP attack nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP advise nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP push nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP be pos idea poss

conservatism NP stray nonpos party nonposs

conservatism of_NP update nonpos party nonposs

conservatism NP update nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP_to bring nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos individual poss

conservatism of_NP create nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism of_NP rise neg society nonposs
conservatism of_NP think nonpos society nonposs
conservatism NP remind nonpos party nonposs

conservatism NP like pos individual nonposs

conservatism NP_for know nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP_in grow nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP_of abandon nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP keep nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP make pos idea nonposs

conservatism NP be pos individual poss

conservatism to_NP do nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism of_NP become nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP evolve nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP be neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP describe neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP co-opt neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP take neg idea nonposs



conservatism NP mix nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP create neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP_in oversee nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos individual poss

conservatism in_NP like pos individual nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism from_NP spring pos idea nonposs

conservatism NP_of appeal nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP reflect nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP typify nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP move neg individual poss

conservatism of_NP take nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP have nonpos society poss

conservatism of_NP be nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP put nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP be nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP see neg individual poss

conservatism NP know nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP prevent neg society poss

conservatism for_NP_in have pos society nonposs

conservatism NP have neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP_of prove nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP_to bring nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP consider nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP_from be neg individual nonposs

conservatism NP lead nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP square nonpos individual poss

conservatism of_NP highlight nonpos society nonposs

conservatism of_NP be nonpos society nonposs

conservatism of_NP orient nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP_of exert nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP position nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP_for NA neg people nonposs

conservatism of_NP have nonpos state poss

conservatism NP come nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos society nonposs

conservatism of_NP be nonpos agenda nonposs

conservatism NP get pos idea nonposs



conservatism NP be pos idea nonposs

conservatism NP rebel neg individual poss

conservatism NP view nonpos city nonposs

conservatism NP appeal pos idea nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP beat pos society nonposs

conservatism of_NP NA nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism of_NP affix nonpos society nonposs

conservatism of_NP see nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP_in strike nonpos state nonposs

conservatism NP be pos party nonposs

conservatism NP contain nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos state nonposs

conservatism NP see nonpos region poss

conservatism NP limit neg society nonposs

conservatism of_NP list pos individual nonposs

conservatism NP change neg individual poss

conservatism on_NP be neg agenda nonposs

conservatism of_NP be nonpos idea nonposs
conservatism NP NA neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP_of hope neg individual nonposs

conservatism of_NP NA neg individual nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP become pos individual poss

conservatism NP cripple neg individual poss

conservatism of_NP be nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP_of have nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP win pos idea nonposs

conservatism NP show pos individual nonposs

conservatism NP appeal nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP slam neg individual nonposs

conservatism NP favor nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP pay neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP_with equate neg idea nonposs

conservatism of_NP believe neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP relieve nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP_in stress pos idea nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos society poss

conservatism NP implement nonpos idea nonposs



conservatism NP be nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP bestir nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP buy neg party nonposs

conservatism NP gain nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism of_NP argue nonpos party nonposs

conservatism NP be neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP make neg individual poss

conservatism NP_of be pos idea nonposs

conservatism NP come neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP split nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP overplay nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP mean nonpos nation nonposs

conservatism NP achieve nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism for_NP become nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism for_NP know pos society nonposs

conservatism NP got neg party nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP_of do nonpos agenda nonposs

conservatism NP know nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP respond neg individual poss

conservatism NP ensure nonpos party poss

conservatism NP draw pos individual nonposs

conservatism NP establish pos society nonposs

conservatism NP know neg individual nonposs

conservatism NP denounce neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP_of reflect neg individual nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP challenge nonpos party nonposs

conservatism NP showcase pos individual nonposs

conservatism of_NP prevail pos individual nonposs

conservatism NP represent neg party nonposs

conservatism NP hang neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP blame neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP espouse nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP carry nonpos idea nonposs
conservatism NP_to bring pos government nonposs

conservatism NP_in become nonpos individual nonposs



conservatism NP be nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP be nonpos individual poss

conservatism of_NP become pos idea nonposs

conservatism with_NP associate nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP realize neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP_with pack nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP dominate nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP make nonpos idea nonposs
conservatism NP be nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP fit nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP pull nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP NA nonpos party nonposs

conservatism NP grow pos society nonposs

conservatism NP embody pos individual nonposs

conservatism of_NP say neg individual poss

conservatism NP stand nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP blend nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP_of be nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP bring neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP exhibit nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism of_NP cast nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP reflect nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP deride neg idea nonposs

conservatism of_NP present pos idea nonposs

conservatism NP lost neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP arise pos idea nonposs

conservatism of_NP live nonpos state nonposs

conservatism NP detect nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism of_NP recapture neg society nonposs

conservatism NP bring pos individual nonposs

conservatism NP stand nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism of_NP move nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP drift nonpos nation nonposs

conservatism NP epitomize neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP make nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP_with combine nonpos city nonposs

conservatism NP hail pos individual nonposs

conservatism NP_of fit pos individual nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos individual nonposs



conservatism NP rub nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP earn neg individual poss

conservatism NP make neg individual nonposs

conservatism NP tend nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP tend nonpos idea nonposs
conservatism NP be pos individual poss

conservatism of_NP redefine nonpos party nonposs

conservatism NP be neg individual nonposs

conservatism of_NP capture neg group nonposs

conservatism NP grow nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP energize nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP characterize neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP represent pos individual nonposs

conservatism NP_of see pos individual nonposs

conservatism NP have pos individual poss

conservatism NP_of abide nonpos agenda nonposs

conservatism NP collide neg society nonposs

conservatism NP wear pos individual nonposs

conservatism of_NP afflict neg state nonposs

conservatism of_NP overcome neg nation nonposs

conservatism of_NP be nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP criticize neg individual nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos city nonposs

conservatism NP appoint nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP create neg society nonposs

conservatism NP trend pos society nonposs

conservatism NP dote pos group poss

conservatism NP_of seem pos state nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP invent nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP set pos city nonposs

conservatism NP grumble neg item nonposs

conservatism NP protest neg city nonposs

conservatism NP be neg city nonposs

conservatism NP set_in nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP_of escape neg government nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos idea poss

conservatism NP mark nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism of_NP write nonpos individual nonposs



conservatism NP be nonpos agenda nonposs
conservatism NP restore nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP get pos individual poss

conservatism NP sort neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP report neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP be nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP divorce neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP_of purge pos idea nonposs

conservatism NP win nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP choose nonpos individual poss

conservatism to_NP swing nonpos society nonposs

conservatism NP challenge pos individual poss

conservatism NP bend nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism of_NP remind neg society nonposs

conservatism NP_of inspire pos individual poss

conservatism of_NP be nonpos party poss

conservatism of_NP favor nonpos individual poss

conservatism of_NP outpace nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP unite neg party nonposs

conservatism NP prefer pos party nonposs

conservatism NP hope nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP note nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP help pos individual nonposs

conservatism NP characterize nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP merge nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP lie nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP be pos idea nonposs

conservatism NP_with mean nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP grow nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP resemble nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP do nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP start nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP put pos individual poss

conservatism NP suggest nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP inherit nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP happen neg individual poss

conservatism NP uplift nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP have neg idea nonposs

conservatism NP be pos individual nonposs



conservatism NP abandon nonpos party nonposs

conservatism NP sharpen pos idea nonposs

conservatism NP flee neg individual poss

conservatism NP pledge neg individual nonposs

conservatism NP forge neg individual nonposs

conservatism NP soften nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP junk nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP irk nonpos individual poss

conservatism NP bash nonpos idea nonposs

conservatism NP_of share nonpos individual nonposs

conservatism NP leave nonpos individual poss



pres_term party president midterm

first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm WashPost NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Houston NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Houston NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm Chicago NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS



first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm AssocPress NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm Houston NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm Chicago NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm AssocPress NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm Chicago NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm Chicago NEWS



second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

second_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS



first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS
first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS
first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm CSMonitor NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm Atlanta NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm Atlanta NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm Houston NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm TIME NEWS
first_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm Houston NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm Chicago NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Clinton no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS



first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm Houston NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS



first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm AssocPress NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm AssocPress NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm WashingtonPost NEWS
first_term Republican G_Bush midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm AssocPress NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Republican G_Bush no_midterm TIME NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama midterm AJC NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama midterm AJC NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama midterm WashPost NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama midterm AP NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama midterm CSM NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama midterm CSM NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama midterm CSM NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS
first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm Denver NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS



first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm AJC NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm Houston NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm CSM NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm CSM NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm CSM NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm CSM NEWS

first_term Democrat B_Obama no_midterm CSM NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Denver NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Houston NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Houston NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm SanFrancisco NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Denver NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Houston NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Houston NEWS
second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS
second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm CSMonitor NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm USAToday NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm Chicago NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm Chicago NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm Chicago NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm Chicago NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm Chicago NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm Chicago NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm Chicago NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm Chicago NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush midterm Chicago NEWS



second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

second_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm Atlanta NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm NewYorkTimes NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm CSMonitor NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm USAToday NEWS

first_term Republican G_W_Bush no_midterm WashingtonPost NEWS
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